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ABSTRACT

This report was prepared for the Yucca Mountain Project (YMP), which is

managed by the U. S. Department of Energy. The participants in the YMP are

investigating the suitability of a site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, for

construction of a repository for high-level radioactive waste. An

exploratory shaft facility (ESF) Will be constructed to permit sit:e
characterization. The major components of the ESF are two shafts that wJ]]

be used to provide access to the underground test areas for men, utiliti_s,

and ventilation. If a repository is constructed at the site, tl_e

exploratory shafts will be converted for use as intake ventilation shafts.
In the context of both underground nuclear explosions (conducted at th_

nearby Nevada Test Site) and earthquakes, the report contains discuss iotl._

of faulting potential at the site, control motions at depth, mater_a]

•, properties of the different rock layers relevant to seismic design, the
str,nin tensor for each of the waveforms along the shaft liners, and the

method for combining the different strain components along the .,_haf[_

liners. The report also describes analytic methods, assumptions used to

ensure conservatism, and uncertainties in the data. The analyses show tl_-_t

none of the shafts' structures, systems, or components are i.mpo.,[.ant t(,

public radiological safety; therefore, the shafts need only be (l.e:(i::_,n_:-,,:It:(:

ensure worker safety, and the report recon_nends sejam_c dc.:sign p,J,_m+,t(,rs

appropriate for this purpose. " [ 27'P
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This document was prepared under Quality Assurance Level I procedures under o
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report, which was prepared by a special working group (WG)
Q

authorized bythe Exploratory Shaft (ES) Interface Control Working Group

(ICWG), provides recommendations for the seismic design parameters for the

design of the shafts associated with the exploratory shaft facility (ESF)

of a proposed repository for high-level radioactive waste at Yucca

Mountain, Nevada.* Although directly intended for the design of ESF shaft

liners, much of this design basis is also appropriate for the seismic

design of other shafts and underground structures that do not affect public

safety. The recommendations include parameters both for natural earth-

quakes, which may possibly occur at or near the repository site, and for

underground nuclear explosions (UNE), which are regularly detonated at the

Nevada Test Site (NTS). An evaluation was conducted in February 1988 to

evaluate the functions of the shafts during the preclosure period of the

repository. Based on this evaluation and other studies conducted to

support the conceptual ,design for site characterization, it was concluded

that a failure of an ES will not affect the radiological safety of the

public and consequently that the shafts need only be designed adequately to

provide for worker safety.

Specif_cally, the recommended control motion values that are to be

applied at the surface for an earthquake are

• maximum horizontal component of acceleration, 0.3 g;

• maximum vertical component of acceleration, 0.3 g;

• maximum horizontal component of velocity, 30 cm/sec; and

, maximum vertical component of velocity, 20 cm/sec;

and for a UNE are

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S, Department of

Energy, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management, Yucca Mountain
Project, under contract DE-ACO4-76DPO0789.
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• maximum vertical component of acceleration, 0.2 g',

• maximum radial component of acceleration, 0.1 g;

o maximum transverse component of acceleration_ O,l g;

, • maximum vertical component of velocity, 9 cm/sec;

• maximum radial component of velocity, 12 cm/sec; and

• maximum transverse component of velocity, 12 cm/sec.

An evaluation of faulting potential at the ESF site and its vicinity

indicates that the annual probability of faulting in excess of a few

centimeters (5 cm) is less than lO'4/yr. On the basis of this, the report

recommends that faulting effects need not be considered in the design of

the ESF. Further, the report provides specific guidance for determining

(I) the control motions at depth, (2) the material properties for the

different rock layers relevant to seismic design, (3) the strain tensor £_or

each of the waveforms and the maximum strain components along the shaft

liner, and (4) the method for combining the different strain components

along the shaft liner. Finally, to provide further assurance that the

design has adequate conservatism or margin to accommodate uncertaintles

such as site effects, the WG recommends that the satisfactory performance

of the ESF be confirmed using best-estlmate condltions when subjected to

ground motions tha¢ are a factor of 1.67 times the proposed design basis

motions. This ovaluatlon for the larger motions should provide assurance

that major damage to rho ESF is not expected at these levels.

The report also lists the assumptions and other conditions used to

develop the recommendations. In developing the basis for the reconuIle1_da

tlons, _he WG used currently available slte-speclfic seismic and geologic

data. In recognition of the uncertainties in these data, the se[_m[(

design parameters recommended include a reasonable degree of conse_'va_l_m

and are consistent with the seismic design requiren]ents used for sJx_i]_r

types of facilities _
"W
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

• This report was prepared by a special working group (WG) authorized by

the Exploratory Shaft (ES) Interface Control Working Grcup (ICWG). lt

- provides recommendations for the seismic design parameters to be used for

the design of the shafts associated with the exploratory shaft facility

(ESF) of a proposed repository for high-level radioactive waste at Yucca

Mountain, Nevada. In developing the basis for these recommendations, the

WG used currently available site-specific seismic and geologic data. In

recogn_tion of the uncertainties in these data, the seismic design

parameters recommended include a reasonable degree of conservatism.

There are two shafts in the ESF configuration. These shafts have a

two-stage service life. First, as part of the ESF, they will support site

characterization by providing access, ventilation, utility support, and

emergency egress from the underground test areas; second, if a repository

is constructed at Yucca Mountain, the shafts will be converted to intake

ventilation shafts in the actual repository, a function they will perform

until repository closure. As discussed in the baselined Generic

Requirements for a Mined Geologic Disposal System (OGR/B-2) (DOE,

Reference I), four permanent items have been identified that will be

designed, procured, or constructed for future incorporation into the

repository. The permanent items include underground openings, operational

seals, ground support, and shaft liners. This report provides appropriate

seismic design recommendations for these permanent items. Other items and

structures in the ESF will be designed using other requirements such as

those of the Uniform Building Code (UBC) (UBC, Reference 2).

During the operations phase, the ESF shaft'swill supply approximately

60% of the total air flow needed to support waste emplacement. The

remaining air is supplied through the waste ramp. Exhausting fans on the

emp]acement area exhaust shaft maintain pressures in the emplacement area
Q

lower than the pressures in the development (mining) area.

Concrete liners will be installed in the expiorator>, shaft._._

concurrently with their sinking. Their functions are

-I-



• to provide effective structural support to the ground,

• to eliminate minor rockfall hazards,

• to provide a dimensionally consistent cross section and stable

anchorage for installation and alignment of shaft equipment, and

• to provide a low-friction surface for efficient ventilation

throughout the life of the repository.

Neither of the exploratory shafts will at any time be used to handle

radioactive waste, nor are the liners intended to serve as barriers to

radionuclide migration or to entry of water into the emplacement area

during operations or after closure. (NOTE: Small quantities of contained

radioactive materials used as sources for shielding tests or as part of

measuring systems such as neutron or gamma-logging tools will be

transported through the shafts.)

The shafts are located in unsaturated geologic formations and do not

penetrate any aquifers at the site. Further, any perched water zones

encountered during shaft sinking are expected to drain fairly quickly;

thus, the shaft liners will not be required to prevent or control ground

water inflows into the shaft. The construction Joints between each

concrete pour are not planned to be watertight.

If one or both of the exploratory shafts were to be completely blocked

as the result of a failure of a shaft liner (which is highly unlikely), the

emplacement area would still be under negative pressure with respect to the

development area, and the ventilation leakage path would be maintained i_

the direction of the emplacement area. If a waste container were to be

ruptured simultaneously with the failure of one of the ESF shafts, a_y

potentially contaminated air would still be exhausted via the emplacement

area exhaust shaft through high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters

At this time, no credible accident scenarios have been identified whereby

failure of one of the shaft liners could result in a release of radiation,

Therefore, public safety does not appear to be an issue in shaft liner

design.

-_-
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In addition, a preliminary analysis has been completed to det:ermin_i:

which structures; systems, and components sre important to public

• radiological safety. This analysis is described in reports by SNL

(Re'ference 3 and Jardine, draft*) The results of this analysis indicate

- that there are no shaft structures, systems, or components important to

public safety.

Based On the above, the ESF (especially the shaft liners) is not an

"essential" or even a "low-hazard" facility (i.e., a facility that does not

handle or process plutonium) as' defined by the DOE in Reference 4. Based

on these reasons, it is Justifiable to design the exploratory shaft liners

as structures that are required only to provide for worker safety; i.e.,

pe,xnanent' 'items (such as the liners) associated with the exploratory shafts

need not .be designed as items important to provide public radiological

safety but need be designed only for a level of seismic input that is

sufficient to ensure worker safety and.reasonably uninterrupted functions.

For conservatism, the seismlc design basis recommendations for the ESF irl

this report are consistent with those required for a low-hazard or

essential facility. Other nonpermanent items and structures in the ESF

will be designed using other requirements such _ as those of the UBC

(Reference 2).

The recommendations for the seismic design basis parameters given in

Sections 2 and 3 of this report are based on the discussions in the

preceding paragraphs. The recommendations include grouT1d motion parameters

both for natural earthquakes, which may possibly occur at or near the sil;:e,

and for underground nuclear explosions (UNE), which may occur at the Nevada

Test Site (NTS).

Section 2 of this report provides recommendations for characterizing

the ',;ave motions along with conditions and assumptions used for tl-lc.-_

. *L.J. Jardine, "Preclosure Radiological Safety Analysis for the Explorat:ory
Shaft Facilities," SAND88-7072, prepared for Sandia National Laborato_._ie_

Bechtel National, Inc., San Francisco, CA, draft.
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development of control motions for natural earthquakes. Section 3 provides

the same information for UNEs. Section 4 describes the rule to be used for

combining the maximum strains (responses) caused by the different wave

components. Section 5 describes the strain tensors, including bending

strains for each of the propagating waves caused by earthquakes and UNEs,

which should be considered in the design of the ESF. This section

describes the determination of the worst strain combination case for use in

the design. Section 6 identifies the recommendations for the rock

properties for each rock intersected by the exploratory shaft. Section 7

presents the WG recommendations regarding consideration of potential fault

offsets at the site for the ESF design. Finally, the report contains

appendices that support the WG recommendations.

The seismic design basis control motions proposed for the ESF are'

• maximum horizontal component of acceleration, 0.3 g;

• maximum vertical component of acceleration, 0.3 g;

. maximum horizontal component of velocity, 30 em/sec; and

• maximum vertical component of velocity, 20 cm/sec.

These values are consistent with the values of effective peak acceleration

in a map found in a report prepared by the Applied Technology Council (ATC)

(Reference 5) from which UBC (Reference 2) Zones 2 and _3 are derived for

the design of an essential facility. In addition, the proposed

recommendations in this report are also consistent with the requirements

for important low-hazard facilities ns called out by the DOE in Reference 4

and by Kennedy et al., draft.* In Jardine (draft), the use of UBC

requirements for seismic loads for such facilities is recommended.

Further, the seismic design basis motions being proposed for the ESF are

similar to those for nuclear power plant structures, systems, and

*R.P. Kennedy et al., "Design and Evaluation Guidelines for Department of °
= .Energy Facilities Subjected to Natural Phenomena Hazards, "prepared for

the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Safety, report UCRL-
- 15910, draft.



components that may be required for operation of the facility but that are

not important to public safety. The Standard Review Plan recommends the

use of other industrial codes such as those from the American Petroleum

Institute and American Water Works Association, both of which use UBC-type

requirements for these structures.

-5-



2.0 GROUND MOTION CAUSED BY EARTHQUAKES

In Section i, it is concluded that the ESF need not be designed as a

facility important to public radiological safety. Based on this
e

conclusion, the WG believes that the ESF design should take into account

earthquake ground motions (vibratory ground motion and faulting) that are

reasonably likely to occur during the operating life (less than i00 yr) of

the ESF. Specifically, the WG recommends consideration of ground mot:ion

conditions that recur at average intervals of about 1,000 yr, i.e., with

about one chance in ten of occurring during the maximum operating life.

This rate of occurrence would result in more conservative values of

vibratory ground motions than those given by the ATC (Reference 5) on which

the UBC (Reference 2) is based.

In June of 1987, design and evaluation guidelines for Department of:

Energy (DOE) facilities subjected to natural phenomena hazards were

prepared (Kennedy et al., draft), These guidelines recommend that, for

mission-dependent facilities (where confinement of contents is no.t

essential), a hazard exceedence probability of IE-3 be used (recurrence of

1,000 yr). These guidelines have been incorporated in a draft revision of

Reference 4, which was published in January of 1988. The ESF seismic

design recommendation is also consistent with this draft revision.,,

Deterministic methods _ are appropriate for establishing conservative

levels of ground motion for consideration in the ESF design. Probabilistic

methods are appropriate for confirming that the resulting motions are

. unlikely to be exceeded during the operating lifetime of the ESF.

2.1 RelevaDt _arthquake Sources

Figure 2-i shows the location of the ESF with respect to the various

faults in the repository site vicinity, There are a large' number of faul.t._

in the site vicinity, However, as discussed in Section 7.,_,'> faults in t:l_e

immediate area of the ESF, including the Ghost Dance Fault, appe_ t_.,

slip at intervals measured in tens of thousands of years or longer _,,_d,

-6-
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therefore, are an unlikely source of significant earthquake ground motion

during the operating life of the ESF, The average slip rate on local. B

faults during the. late Quaternary period appeors to be less than about

0.02/mm/yr (Carr, Reference 6). The average recurrence time for magnitude

5-i/2 (potentially damaging) earthquakes on a fault with a _slip rate. of

0.02 mm/yr exceeds i0,000 yr according to a relationship developed by

Slemmons in Reference 7. Larger-magnitude earthquakes (magnitude .greater

than 5-1/2) would thus have recurrence intervals of longer than I0,000 yr,

possibly as long as I00,000 yr. Geologic evidence suggests that slip on

one of the more significant local faults, the Windy Wash Fault, results

from earthquakes that produce I0 cm or more displacement, per event at

recurrence intervals of Several tens of thousands of years (Whitney et al.,

Reference 8) Although an eai-thquake of rnagnitUde 5 or smaller might occur

on a local fault during the operating life of the ESF, such events are not

known to significantly damage well-engineered structures, In addition,

experience with underground facilities indicates that earthquakes of

magnitude less than about 6.0 are not expected to cause significant damage

to underground facilities (Pratt et al., Reference 9).

The north-trending Bare Mountain Fau].t, located about 16 km west of

the ESF, appears to be the most likely source of potentially severe ground

shaking during the lifetime of the EsF. This fault may have an average

Quaternary slip rate of up to 0.15 mm/yr (DOE, Reference I0), which

indicates that this fault is much more active than faults local to Yucca

Mountain. Applying the relationship given by Slemmons (Reference 7) to a

fault with a slip rate of 0.15 mm/yr indicates a minimum recurrence

interval of about 6,000 yr for a magnitude 6-i/2 earthquake. Based on tllis

and otller considerations, including the fact that site ground motions

derived from this earthquake a_'e rougl,ly comparable to those from suitably

conservative probabilistic hazard analyses (URS/John A. Blume & Assoc.,

Reference ii, and Perkins et al. , Reference 12), a magnitude 6-i/2

earthquake on the Bare Mountain Fault is used in this report as the

deterministic basis for establishing ground motion conditions to be

considered in the design of the ESF.

-8-



2,2 CoDtrol Values for Peak Ground Motions

Among the many parameters that influence earthquake ground motion,

(,arthquake magnitude and source distance appear to be the most important.

_,lanyrecordings of strong motions have been obtained within 20 km of

several eartl_quakes in the magnitude range of 6 to 7 Even though none of

these earthquakes 'is a perfect analog for conditions at Yucca Mountain, the

range of observational data is adequate for direct extrapolation.

Regression relationships between peak ground motion parameters and

earthquake magnitude, source distance, local site conditions (e.g., rock or

soil), and other parameters have been developed by a number of workers (see

the references found in Campbell, Referen_'e 13) , Two recent and

representative sets of regression relations for peak horizontal accel-

eration and peak horizontal velocity are those in Joyner and Fumal and

Campbell (References 14 and 15). Results obtained using these relation-

ships are presented in Table 2-1. The results are obtained based on the

assumptions of reverse and thrust mechanisms for conservatism, lt is als0

assumed that the surface trace of the Bare Mountain Fault is 16 km from the

ESF location, that the fault is planar_ and that it dips eastward at an

angle of 70 ° from the horizontal, the midrange of current estimates

(Reference i0). More discussions of this conservative assumption may be

found in Section 2.5. For the Campbell relationships given in Reference

15, the closest distance to the zone of seismic energy release, R, was

conservatively taken to be the closest distance to the fault plane,

15.0 km. For the Joyner and Fumal relationships given in Reference 14, the

distance, d, to the surface projection of the rupture zone was estimated at

]..0,9km by assuming a maximum rupture depth of 15,0 km; a shallower rupture

depth would increase the distance and would reduce the e,_timated motions,

Based on the results in Table 2-1 and on other considerations, such as

probabilistic hazards, the WG recommends that O.B g and 30 cm/s be used as

control values for peak horizontal acceleration (larger of two randomly

-_ orlented horizontal components) and velocity, re_pectively. The use of th_

larger of two randomly oriented horizontal components is more conservative



TABLE 2-i

PREDICTED PEAK GROUND MOTION VALUES AT THE ESF SITE F'ORAN

EARTHQUAKE ON THE BARE MOUNTAIN FAULT AND RECOMMENDED PEAK
GROUND MOTION VALUES FOR CONSIDERATION IN ESF DESIGN

4

Peak Horizontal Acceleration a Peak Horizontal Velocity a

Joyne r Joyne r

and ESF Design and ESF Des i.gn

Mb _ C._be_ll d __Basis Fumal c • C__am_I_l_).'9_%/_Basis

6,0 0,21 g 0,19 g 11.9 cm/s 1.0.8 cm/s

6,5 0,27 0,26 0.30 g 20.9 16,8 30.0 cm/s

6,75 O, 31 0,30 27.8 20,7

a, Prediated median (most probable) peak ground motion values (larger of
two randomly Oriented components) at the ESF site from an earthquake on
the Bare Mountai: Fault,

b, M- magnitude,

c, Joyner and Fumal (1985) (Reference 14); distance to the surface

projection of the fault rupture, d- 10.9 km, assuming a 70 ° eastward

dip and 15-km maximum rupture depth, Joyner and Fumal do not attempt to
obtain distinct regressions for different source mechanisms,

d, Campbell (1987) (Reference 15) "unconstrained" model; acceleration

, values have been increased by 13% and velocity values by 17% to convert

from the mean of two components to the larger of two components, The

closest distance to the zone of seismogenic rupture, R, is taken as the

closest distance to the fault plane, 15.0 km, assuming a 70 ° eastward

dip, For conservatism, higher values corresponding to the assumption of
a reverse or thrust mechanism are calculated,

than the use of the average of the two components by about 13% (Refere_me

15), The standard practice for defining the design vibratory ground motion

for nuclear power plants is to use both of the horizontal component,_,

Standard engineering practice is to set vertical ground mot_ion values

at two-thirds those of the horizontal values, This approac,.h would l)rOb,'..lb.ly

be adequate for peak accelerations from a magnitude 6-i/2 earthquake at a ..
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distance of about 15 km, However, a number of recently obtained c].o_Jc,...ii_

recordings of strong motion from large earthquakes have evidenced w,r_[e_l]

peak accelerations equal to or even exceeding the peak horizontal acce.1._:_r-

ations (Shakal et al,_, Reference 16, and Huang ct al,, Reference 17). ].,i

" light of the marginal probability of large vertical acceierafiions from a,_

earthquake on the Bare Mountain Fault and the marginal probability off atl

earthquake on one of the.closer faults '(which could be expected to generate

vertical accelerations on the order of the horizontal accelerations), the

WGdeems it prudent to assu_ne equal peak values for l_orlzontal and vertlc'.al

acceleration, namely 0,3 g.

I

Empirical observations indicate that ground velocities do not exh_blt

such'near-field increases in the re].ative amplitude of the vertical com-

ponents partly because of the relatively lower frequency cont,_nt assoclai-ed

with ground velocity as compared with ground accelerations, Consequently,

the_ standard practice of setting the vertical component at _two.thlrds t.h¢;

value of the horizontal component is used to establish a control value of

20 cm/s for the vertical component of ground velocity,

Whereas earthquake ground shaking results from a myriad of seismic

waves, the peak motions from very close earthquakes are expected to 1)e

dominated by waves that follow the most direct and efficient route from the

earthquake source, As discussed in Appendix A-I, the ].argest-amp].itud_.,.

waves are expected to emerge at a steep angle, within 30 ° of vertical, aL

the ESF location, These body waves include longitudinal P waves and t:w_

types of transverse S waves (Bath_ Reference 18): horizontally polar.lz_-:_t

Sh waves and orthogonally polarized Sv waves with a vertical component of

motion. Because the ratio of P-wave to S-wave velocities in the earth'_

crust is nearly constant (ranging from about 1.6 to 1,8, Reference 19), I_lle

three types of body waves (P, Sh, and Sv) are expected to emerge at al)out

the same angle. Furthermore,. because of the characteristics of eart}_quaI<._.;

waves, the vertical component of peak motion can be associated with }"w;ive_:;

or Sv waves, and the horizontal components can be associated with Sh ,'._lldSv

waves. However, the amplitude of steeply emerging Sv waves is constl-_'i_Ll_,ci
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l)y the peak horizontal motions and is tl_erefoz:e]ilnitc,d in :Its contL"ibutioi_

to the vertical motion,
i

2,3 Checgs.en Design B.as.$.S....Mo.tion.__s .

Two reconnaissance probabilistic seismic hazard analyses for Yucca

Mountain support the adequacy of 0,3 gas a control value for p_ak hori-

zontal_ acceleration, .Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis integrates the

contribution of ali known faults and seismic source, zones to the proba-

lJility of exceeding a parti'cular ground motion level and, thus, is a useful

means of confirming the adequacy of determ!nistically del'ived estimates,

A reconnaissance assessment of probabilistic earthquake .accelerations at

Yucca Mountain by Perkins et al. in Reference 1.2 indicates that a peak

horizontal acceleration of 0,3 g has 'a return period of about 1,500 to

3,000 yr, A sensitivity study by URS/B'I,ame in Reference Ii suggests a

return period on the order of 1,000 yr for 0,3 g Both analyses are

subject to very large uncertainties but tend to confirm than 0,3 g is a

, conservative estimate of the peak horizontal ground acceleration that could

occur during the operating lifetime of the ESF.

2 4 Factors That May Influence Ground Motion

In addition to an earthquake's magnitude and distance from a site, the

factors that most influence ground motion at the si'ce include source type

(normal, reverse, or strike/sllp), rupture dynamics (directivity and

variability of stress release on the fault surface), transmission path

effects (wave scattering, attenuation, mult_.path:i.ng,and dispersion), and

site geology (topography and vertical and lateral, variations in soil and

rock densities, seismic velocities, and Q values). Considerations of each

clas._ of influences are discussed below.

The Bare Mountain Fault is a Basin and Range, range front: faul.t (Car_:,

Reference 6), with a normal or oblique normal ,qense o_" slip, McOarr

(Reference 20) has suggested that normal, t.';-_ulttng occut;:_ at lower stre::_sc:.s

than strike/slip or thrust faulting and t:hat normal faul. t evei_t.s are ].e._.:s
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, energetic at high frequencies than arn earthquakes with strike/sl,lp oL"

thrust mechanisms, Because the large majority of data that constrain tl_o

empirical relationships used _.n Table 2-1 are from strike/slip and thrust

earthquakes, the use of these relationships would result in the direction

of added conservatism in the predicted design basis motion._t, The Campbell

(Reference ].5) peak ground motion regressions used in Table 2 1 take. into

account fault type (strike/slip or reverse and thrust), .In order to

provide margin for possible re-evaluation of the tectonic environment by

ongoing geologic' and geophysical studies, the WG has used Campbel].'s _

regressions for reverse and thrust earthquake mechanisms, Joyner an(l

Fumal's regressions do not provide for a distinction in gL'ound mot..iorl

caused by source mechanism,

Effects of rupture dynamics are most influential at distances closer

than those being considered here, Close_in strong motion records sometilnes

evidence (Singh, Reference 21) anomalous or at least identifiable motions

that can be attributed to irregularities in the rupture process or to '

focusing (or defocusing) that results from the approaching (or receding)

rupture front, Singh observes that the near-field behavior produces great

• variability in individual parameters, no one of which is sufficient- to

account for the variability in near-field damage, and that it is not

possible to estimate near-field spectra by using these parameters to set

the levels of spectral shapes based on local site conditions, Indivldua]

near. field spectra_ have to be estimated in a site -speciflc_ rupt:u_'e-

spec:ific way, Major effects in the near field are caused by "enhanceme111:.

of the long-duration pulse called the 'fling, _ which is related to t:l_o_

elastic rebound on the_ fault, and , , , compression of the duration of the

strong shaking in the direction of rupture propagation" (Singh, Refe.l:enc(._

21), The long-duration pulse is probably most important foL_ damage to

longer-perlod structures, As for the effect of direction of ruptu_'e

propagation, Singh does not discuss whether the near-field ground motlor_

parameters have greater means or medians than predicted by euL'l:ent'.

attenuation functions if the rupture propagation direction is not knowll,

"" even though higher ground motJ.ons for an approaching rupture and ]owe._:

ground motions for a receding rupture shou].d be expected, As for thu



expected effects at the ESF site, because large norm_.-_],f!'att:.It:irlgc:.,artllqu_Jl:_,._2

ty'pically initiate, at depth and propagate upwal_d (Smith avld l<.Ic.'.},l,,:.;,

Reference 22), away from the site in this case, any bias resu]tilig f_(,m "

rupture dynamics is expected to reduce ground motions at the slte,
IL

Data are not yet available to evaluate the possibi].ity of local l_ia.._e._._

in regional 's_;ismic wave transmission characteristics, There are soln__.

indications that waves may transmit more efficiently in the southe['l] (;l'ezll '!_
Basin than in Cal'ifornia, where most of the relevant strong moti()l, d;It:a

have been recorded (Rogers, Reference 23), However, the effe_cts oi:

regional differences in attenua'tion scale with distance and are p_._obab]y

not significant at source receiver distances .around 15 km, Also, the so j[

conditions that are generally associated with increased earthquake motion:_

are,not present at a rock site,

Perhaps the biggest single source of. dlspersion in the. observatio1_:; cii.'
,

earthquake motions results from the effects of the local geology, Based or,

Campbell's estimates for dispersion from all sources (Reference 24), a site

that amplifies motions more than 84% of all, sites of the same classlfica-
/

tion (i,e., a mean-plus.one-standard-devlation site) could ,result in peal<

motions about one and one-half times as large as the hypothetical averag_

site, Conversely, a site that amplifies motions to a lesser degre_._than

84% of the sites (i,e,, a mean-minus.one-standard-deviation site) could

attenuate motions by a factor of about two-thirds,

Additional considerations are identified below to accommodate possl.bl._:_

uncertainties irt the determination of ESF design motions,

2.5 Further RecpmmendatioDs.

Until determinations of local, site factois are ,'_va:liab]e, c._,:ldc.,_l

¢_ollservatism is warranted to compensate for this soure._:_ oi un_:_t;,i_i,,,.

Specifically, the WG recommends that no' credit be taken foj- :_tt:c_,,._ti_,_ :_1

ground motion with depth below the ground surface oJ_ for t}_,,i:_d_Ic.fi,_,lii_ ..

._;eismicstrains that result from the stress-free bo_c:larv _..c,_(.lir.i(_ ,_t _t,_,

7
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ground surface. Available surface and downhole recordings of motions in

the area of Yucca Mountain from UNEs have been compiled in Appendix A-4 and

" indicate a reduction in ground motions by factors up to a maximum of 3.3.

with depth. This indication applies to accelerations, velocities, and

displacements with the exception of vertical displacement _which does not

attenuate with depth.

Finally, to provide further assurance that the design has adequate

conservatism or margin to accommodate uncertainties such as site effects,

the WG recommends that the performance of the ESF be evaluated using best-

estimate conditions when subjected to ground motions that are a factor of

1.67 larger than the design basis motions, i.e., for _a peak horizontal

acceleration of 0.5 g and a peak horizontal velocity of 50 cm/sec. This

evaluation for the larger motions should provide assurance that major

damage to the ESF is not expected at these g levels.
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3.0 CONTROL MOTIONS FROM UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

The control motions from the design basis UNE are specified in this

section. In addition, background on the design basis UNE and the various

assumptions made in the specification of ground motions are also included.

Backup material and additional references are provided in Appendices A-2

and A- 4.

The Yucca Mountain repository, which is on and adjacent to the NTS,

must not limit the ability of the United States government to test nuclear

weapons. Therefore, definition of the design basis UNE that is selected

must reflect this position. The event chosen has also to produce the

maximtun ground motions at Y'_cca Mountain for the maximum credible yield at

any given area on the NTS (regardless of current or future treaties).

Figure 3-1 shows the current and proposed testing areas at. the NTS and

their relationship to the Yucca Mountain area. Vortman (Reference 25) used

the results of a 1977 USGS real estate availability study of several areas

of the NTS and the upper yield limits established for these areas by the

Ground Motion and Seismic Evaluation Subcommittee to define the. design

' basis UNE for the _'epository site. The yield limits were based on offsite

damage criteria with special emphasis on damage in Las Vegas. Given the

areas selected and the yield limits established, the design basis UNE was

chosen as a 700-kt event at a distance of 22.8 kln This t,vent is the

largest yield at the closest practical point (from a UNE fielding point of

view) in the Buckboard Mesa area of the NTS. This event results in the

worst-case situation for ground motions from a UNE at Yucca Mountain.

The prediction of peak ground motions for this UNE is done with

empirical equations developed for the NTS. The major assumptions made in

the development of these equations are that (i) source geology is con-

sidered to be the same and (2) differences in the travel paths are ignored.

These equations a{e based on measured ground motion from many UNEs con-

ducted in the Pahute Mesa area of the NTS The recording stations used

were from several areas of the NTS, including a f._-_.wat Yucca Mountain.

Equations fitting these data were developed using standard li;lear
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regression analysis. An evaluation of the ground motion data recorded at

Yucca Mountain indicated that observed ground motions were large[" than

foretold by the prediction equations; however, the underestimation of the ,

ground motions was within the expected accuracy of the prediction equations

(i.e,, within the expected accuracy of the mean of ali observations at the

site)... Work to be completed as part of site characterization will

investigate whether ground motions in the Yucca Mountain regio n are large.r

than those in other regions of the NTS. This work Will include an accu::ate.

confirmation of accelerograph recording site conditions and an assessment

of the representativeness of UNE attenuation equations. To provide .a

conservative estimate of UNE design basis motions, the design basis UNE

ground motion parameters specified are given for a nonexceedance

probability level of 95% (corresponding to 1,65 times the standard

deviation for a normal or lognormal distribution, which increases the most

probable values by a factor ranging from 2 to 4). The mean .values of the.

predicted ground motions and the recommended design basis values are.

summarized in Table 3-I. Further discussions of the prediction equatioi:s

and the various references are given in Appendix A-2.

Assumptions made and conditions used in the development of the design

basis UNE are listed below,

, Potential site effects at Yucca Mountain are not included in the

specification of the UNE design basis motions because they are not

quantified at this time.

• No attenuation of ground motion with depth will be used in the

specification of design motions. This assumption is conservative

because UNE ground motions are known to attenuate with depth at

Yucca Mountain (Appendix A-4). This assumption, along with the

use of design basis motions based on the 95% nonexceedance

probability, makes the recommended va].ues conserval-ive and ,should
#

compensate for potential site effects.

J
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TABLE 3.I

RECOMMENDED MOTIONS FOR THE DESIGN BASIS UNE
¢

Design Basis UNE Values

• Median Predicted [95% Nonexceedance Level

........._omponent .......... Value ........................(I,65a)]

Vertical Acceleration (g) 0.'05 0.2

Radial Acceleration (g) 0.03 0.I

Transverse

Acceleration (g) 0,03 0,i
, ,

Vertical Velocity (cm/s) 4 9
d

Radial Velocity (cm/s) 4 12

Transverse Velocity

(cm/s) 3 12

Vertical Displace-

ment (cm) I 2

Radial _Displacement (cm) I 3

TranSverse Displace-

ment (cm) 1 4

_._ ...............

. The angle of incidence for ground motions from the UNE to the ESF

is taken as ranging between 0 ° (vertical propagation) and 90 "

(horizontal. propagation).

• For nearly horizontal propagation (60 to 90°), peak radial

response is primarily from P waves, peak vertical response i_;

primarily from the Sv waves, and peak transverse response i_;

primarily from the Sh waves (Rodean, Reference 26),

The incidence angle of the ground motions from UNEs is a function of

the speed with which the waves travel through a given material, At first:

,, it may appear that each ground motion component (i,e., P, Sv, and Sh waves

could have its own incidence angle. In practice, however, the incideT_c_

J
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angles (_) for all the components are esseI1tially the same, This

similarity stems from the way in which the ,incidence angle is calculate.d, #

This calculation uses the change in the arrival times (At) of a component

of a ground motion from two nearby stations, the distance (A×) between the

two stations, and the material wave speed (v); i,e., @ = sin _I (Atv/Ax)

(Dobrin, Reference 2'7), For the same two stations (i,e., Ax is constant),

the wave speed and At will change for each ground motion component. These

changes will be in opposite directions (as wave speed decreases, At will

increase). These differences will have a tendency to offset one another,

causing the incidence angle calculated to be about the same for all

components.

,

T|_is incidence angle can vary from 0 to 90°. A preliminary survey of

the UNE ground motion data recorded at Yucca Mountain' from Pahute Mesa

events indicates that for the P waves, the range of the incidence angle is

generally between I0 and 50 ° However, because the incidence angle is also

a function of distance from tile source and because the Yucca Mountain

.. recordings are at distances that are a factor of" two more distant froth the

source than the design basis UNE, there is a. reasonably large amount of

uncertainty in the definition of this ang].e for ESF design. To provide

ad.oquate conservatism,, the incidence angles recommended for use in this

report are between 0 and 90°.

The 'equations used for the prediction of UNE motions were determined

from the absolute peak values recorded on the waveform, No effort was made

to determine a fit for each component (P, Sv, Sh, and surface waves), In

general, peak accelerations o')served illUNE recordings are associated with

the P wave, Peak vertical and transverse velocity may be the result of P

waves or shear waves, All peak displacements are caused by the surface

wave components, The design parameter of interest to the designers of the

ESF is the peak particle velocity, It is assumed that the velocity corre-

sponding to the P waves is the same as the radial component of velocity and

that the "velocities corresponding to the Sv and Sh waves are the same as

the vertical and transverse components of."velocities, respectively,
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4.0 COMBINATION OF INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT WAVE EFFECTS

Newmark and Hall (Reference 28) have suggested that peak effects from

the three orthogonal components of earthquake input motion be considered to

be randomly phased relative to each other and thus be combined probabilis-

tlcally. They then .go on to suggest that a conservative and simpler ap-.

proach to this probabilistic combination can be obtained by absolute vector

addition of 1004 of the largest peak effect from any of _the three ortho-

gonal colnponents plus 40_ of the peak effects from each of the other two

components._ This approach has come to be known as the i00-40 40

Combination Rule.

This same 100-40-40 Combination Rule can be used for the combinatiou

of peak' effects from the individual P, Sv, and sh component waves as long

as these peak component effects can be conservatively, or realistically

treated as r'andomly phased relative to each other. Such an assumption is

reasonable and slightly conservative for both earthquake and UNE control

motions° This point is illustrated by the following examples°

l'i'

The earthquake control motion peak particle velocities for the three

orthogonal components are 30, 30, and.20 cm/sec, Using the ].00-.40-L_0

Combi._lation Rule, the absolute addition of these three orthogonal

components is given by

Vc = .I IV1]2 + (0.4) 2 IV2[ 2) + IV3]]2 , (4-].)

where Vc is the combined vector sum, VI is the largest orthogonal component

effect, and V2 and V3 are the other two orthogonal component effects.

Using Equation 4-i, together with the three orthogonal component peak par

title velocities, leads to a vector sum peak particle velocity of

33.3 cm/sec, which is 114 greater than the largest individual componenL:

peak particle velocity. Similarly, peak particle accelerations for the

" three orthogonal, components of the earthquake control motion are eacl_

0,.3 g. Using Equation 4.-i, the vector sum peak pa_'tic].e aoceleration :is
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0,345 g or 15% greater than _!he l_rgest ,individual component peal< value,

A review of actual earthquake records indicates that the peak vector

velocities and accelerations tend to be only 4 to 12% greater than the

largest orthogonal component velocities and accelerations; thus, the

recommended probabilistic combination of the control motions tends to be on

the conservative side for earthquakes,

Actually, this conservatism is increased somewhat by the way peak

horizontal and vertical control motions are converted to peak P and Sv wave

particle motions for inclined waves. For waves that are inclined 30 ° from

the vertical, the P, Sv, and Sh peak particle 'velocities for the earthquake

control motions become 23,1, 34.6, and 30,0 cm/sec, respectively, which

leads to a vector sum peak particle velocity for Equation 4-1 of

37,8 cm/sec or 26% greater than the peak control motion particle velocity

of 30,0 cre/soc, Similarly, for the _30° inclined wave case, the vector sum

peak particle acceleration becomes 0,392 g, which is 31% greater than the

peak control motion particle acceleration of 0,30 g. Thus, the combined

effect of converting control motions _ to P, Sv, and Sh components a_d then

combining these peak component effects by the I00-40-40 Combination Rule

introduces significant conservatism for 30° inclined waves.
i

'

Conservatism also exists when the effects of the three defined ortho.

gonal components of the UNE control motions are combined by the 100-40-40

Combination Rule, For example, the three orthogonal peak particle

velocities defined in Table A-2.1 of Appendix A-2 are 9, 120 and 12 cm/sec;

when combined by Equation 4-1, these values lead to a combined vector sum

peak particle velocity of 13.4 cm/sec, which significantly exceeds the peak

vector velocity of I0 cm/sec listed in Table A-2,1, Similarly, using the

three orthogonal peak particle accelerations of 0.2, 0.I, and 0.I g results

in a vector sum peak particle acceleration of 0.21 g using Equation 4-I

versus the vector sum of 0.2 g shown in Table A-2.1.
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5,0 DEVELOPMENT OF STRAIN TENSORS

4

5,1 Strain Tensor_ for Eartbq___._

A

lt iS concluded in Appendix A-I that body waves caused by earthquakos

impinge on the shaft with steep angles of incidence, namely, steeper (less)

than 30 =, Further, as dlsoussed in'Section 2,3, it can be assumed that th_

three wave types--P, Sv, and Sh--emerge along the same ray path, that is,

with the same angle of incidence and along the same azimuth,

The coordinate system consists of the z axis oriented downward along

the axis of the shaft and the xy plane corresponding to the ground sur-

face, Without loss of generalization, the wave front of each incident wave

is normal to the xz plane, as illustrated in Figure 5-I, so that particle

motion is either in the xz plane (for P and Sv waves) or normal to the xz

plane (for Sh waves), The following notation is used in the subsequent

expressions for strain:

t

8 - angle of incidence for P, Sv, and Sh waves,

Cp - propagation velocity of the P wave,

Cs - propagation velocity of the Sv and Sh waves,

Vp - peak particle velocity of the P wave,

vs,; - peak particle velocity of the Sv wave,

Vsh - peak particle velocity of the Sh wave,

ap - peak acceleration of the P wave,

asv - peak acceleration of the Sv wave,

ash - peak acceleration of the Sh wave,

vv - peak particle velocity at the ground in the vertical d:[.rect:[o_l,

vh -peak particle velocity at the ground in the horlzoi_t.;_]

direction,

: av - peak acceleration at the ground in the vertical directio_, atl_l

ah - peak acceleration at the ground in the horizontal, directlio_i. _'
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Figure 5-I,, Orientation of Incident Waves with Respect to the Coordinate

System

The symmetric strain tensor, F, consists of three axial strain

components and three shear strain components defined as follows:

1 1

_xx _xy _xz xx 2 7xy 2 Vxz
1 1

xy yy yz 2 "Yxy _:yy -2 _yz

£

xz yz zz g _xz g "Yyz zz ,

w
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ux, Uy, uz, = particle dlsplaeelnent in the x, y, and z

directions, respectively,

The "engineering shear strain," denoted by 7, is defined as two t;[mc._:

the tensor shear strain, i,e,, 7xy = 2axy,

The extreme fiber-bending strain, rb, i.nduced in the ].inel" by [:II(:

passage of waves is defined by

_b = R • _ ,

where

R = radius of the liner

, _ = curwlture of the shaft axis,

Al.ong tile ray pat:hs, a P wave [_,,(-_nelTat.es axial strain g.l.v(,I, by

t
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b

wl_ilea shear wave generate_ puro shear strain given by &

L' V s

S

Transforming these strains to the xyz-eoordinate system yields the

expressions for free-field strains shown in Table 5-I.

Curvature along an axis is given by the acceleration normal 'to the

axis divided by the square of the apparent wave speed along that axis,

This relationship is used to derive the expressions for bending strain,

also shown in Table 5-1,

For the case of earthquakes, the particle motions in the P, Sv, and Sh

waves will be controlled by tha ground motion control parameters in the z,

x, and y directions, respectively, Comparing the components shown in

Figure 5-2a with those in Figure 5-2b, the particle velocities are given as

Vp . Vv/oOs e,

Vsv - rh/cos e0 and

Vsh - vh,

The same relations hold for acceleration, where a is substituted

for v, The substitution of these relations in the expressions in Table 5-I

yields the expressions in Table 5-2.

5.2 _tr_.InTensor_ forUNEs

lt is not known at this time how much of the incident wave energy

impinging on the shaft from a UNE will be associated with Shallow incfder_ce /

angles versus energy, associated with steeper angles, However, it is not
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(11) DIRECTION OF CONTROL (b) DIRECTION OF PARTICLE MOTIONS ,(c) DIRECTION OF PARTICLE MOTIONS
PARAMETERS (REPRESENTED IN STEEPLY EMERGING WAVES IN SHALLOW EMERGING WAVES .

' BY,PEAK GROUND MOTION (REPRESENTED BY PARTICLE (REPRESENTED BY PARTICLE
VELOCITIES) VELOCITY) VELOCITY) . .

' Figure 5-2. Relationship Between Peak Ground Motion Control Parameters and

Particle Motions Caused by Each Wave Type.

necessary to know the distribution of the incident wave energy with inci-

dence angle because the strains caused by earthquakes will be an upper

bound on the strains caused by UNEs, as demonstrated in Section 5.3.

The maximum strains generated by earthquake waves emerging with @

between 0 and 30° are compared with the maximum strains caused by UNE waves

emerging with e between 0 and 90 °. The strains caused by steeply emerging

waves (i.e., between e = 0 and 30=), whether generated by earthquakes or

UNEs, are computed from the expressions in Table 5-2. New expressions are

derived for shallow emerging waves (i.e., between _ = 60 and 90°).

For UNE waves emerging at shallow angles (e = 60 to 90°), P, Sv, and

Sh waves will be controlled by the ground motion control parameters in the

x, z, and y directions, respectively. Comparing Figures 5-1a and 5-2c, the

particle velocities are given as (for shallow emerging waves)

Vp = rh/sin e,

Vsv = Vv/sin @, and

Vsh = _l.
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The same relations hold for acceleration, where a is substituted fo_ v

Substitution of these relations in the expressions in Table 5-1 yieldsl the

expressions in Table 5-3.

5.3 Gontrollin_ Strain Combinations Caused by Earthquakes and UNEs

For the design basis parameters recommended in Sections 2 and 3 fo_

earthquakes and UNEs, it can be shown (Appendix A-3) that, of all tl_,_

various incidence angles (0 to 30 ° for earthquakes and 0 to 90° for [IN}!I_>

that need to be evaluated for design, with three possible combinatiol_; t,f

P, Sv,, and Sh waves, only one case controls all aspects of the _;llr,f_

design:

• earthquake control motion,

• 30° incidence angle, and

• 100% Sv peak effects plus 40% P and Sh peak effects (using the

probabilistic Combination Rule 100-40-40).

Both hoop stress or strain and total axial strain are controlled by earth-

quake waves emerging at an angle of 30° from the vertical. For the speci-

fied design basis motions, UNEs will never control the design; heuce, it is

recommended _ that the designer use only the above combination for design

evaluation of the ESF.
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6.0 DYNAMIC ROCK PROl:li',R'l[[ES

This section describes the procedure used to determine dynamic rock

properties for use in analyses of underground openings at the ESF when

subjected to transient free-field strains caused either by earthquakes or

UNEs. The properties important to such analyses are

velocity of compression waves, Cp;

velocity of shear waves, Cs;

dynamic deformation modulus, Ed; and

dynamic Poisson's ratio, vd.

These properties should be determined for each rock unit in which

underground openings are located. Analyses of the openings for transient

free-field strains, based on the ground support relative to rock mass

stiffness, must use the corresponding dynamic material properties. Static

loadings may be analyzed independently, using static material properties,

and the result may be superimposed over the results of the dynamic

analyses.

Figure 6-i illustrates the stratigraphy of the borehole nearest the

ESF site (USW G-4), and includes _ plots of the measured in situ P-wave

velocities, as presented by Spengler et al. in Reference 29, and Of the

measured laboratory P-wave velocities, as presented by Anderson in

Reference 30. The plot of in situ values also shows a smooth Curve that

represents the average of the measured values over each identified rock

unit. The remaining plots on this figure represen_ the recommended P-wave

and S-wave velocities as determined by the evaluation described herein.

The most recent Reference Information Base (RIB) for the Nevada

Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (YMP) Project (Reference 31)

recommends the rock mass bulk densities, rock mass Poisson's ratios, and

intact Poisson's ratios given in Table 6-1.
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NOTES.

I.) Lithology, loint phines, shear fractures, core index, and measured irl silu P-wave velocity.

a4e ali taken h,()r_) USGS-OFR-84-789 for USW G-4 borlnq.

2.) MQasured laboratory P-wave velocity is taken from USGS-OFR--84-552.

3.) Reliable recommendatior_s for the .qeismic velocities of the TCw unit car_ not be mad(:

from the available measurernents. Howevel, the sei,._rnic velocities el the PT unit

represent a Iow(;r bound to the TCw unit valuem
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TABLg 6- 1

, REFERENCE 1NFOIL_Gt_T1ON BASE DATA FOR BULK DI'_NSITY, POISSON'S

RATIO FOR ROCK FL4SS, AND POISSON'S ILWl?IO FOR INTAC'I! ROCK

Rock Bulk Density Poisson's Ratio Poisson's Ratio

Unit (g/cre3) for Rock Mass for Intact Rock '

TCw 2 31 0 I0 0 24

PTn, I 58 0 19 0 16

TSwl a I. 84 b ' 0 ].6 0 16

TSwl c 2 25 0 22 0 25

TSw2 2 32 0 22 0 24

TSw3 2 32 0 22 b 0 24 b

CHnlv 1 82 0 15 0 16

CHn].z 1 92 0 1.6 0 16

a. Lithophysa]. rich, vapor phase.

b. Va].ue shown is assumed; RIB indicates that value is not avai]ab].e.

c. Lithophysal rich, devitrified.

'the S-wave velocity (C s ) and the dynamic deformation modulus (l':d) call

be determined froln the bulk density (D), dynamic Poisson's ratio (Vd), ai',d

P-wave velocity (Cp) by the following e].astic relationships'

.Cs = Cp[(]..- 2Vd)/(2 - 2Vd)] 0'5 and

E d = DCp2(]. :t- Vd)(1--2Vd)/(].- Vd)

Based on current, re].at:ively limited data on rock propert:i.es, it: i.s

recommended that t.he rock mass Poisson's ratio, as given in tlle I:{IIB, be

used as; the ctynamic Poisson's ratio and that: t:he bu].k density at in situ ,,

sattll_-atj.ol-i, _:ls gi.vel_ in the R]:t',, I)e used,

The re.,comlnended P-wave ve].ocities were det:el:m:i.ned as described below,

r
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TC____w

The in situ measurements differ significantly from the laboratory ,

values,, lt is not possible to reso]ve this conflict with the data
J

currently available, Therefore, the only recommendation provided for this

unit _is that the P-wave velocity of the underlying PTn unit represents a

reasonable lower bound to the P-wave velocity of the TCw unit (i,e,, PTn

values are conservative for the TCw unit),

PT____!_

The average of the in situ measurements over this unit is approxl-

mate].y 85% of the single laboratory _measurement, This is considered to be

a very reasonable correlation, and the recommended P-wave velocity is

specified as the average of the in situ measurements and equal to

I.,680 m/sec, ,

TSwi a TSwl b, and TSw2

The average of the in situ measurements over each of these units

varies between 75 and_90% of the corresponding laboratory measurements, As

with the PTn unit, the relative magnitude of the aw_rage in situ measure-

ments, as compared with the laboratory measurements, is reasonable, Both

sets of measurements indicate a slight increase _i.l_ P..waw!_ velocity wltl_

depth. Therefore, the recommended P-wave velocity is specified as a lineal;

variation between the average in situ measurement for the TSwl a un;it_

(2,860 m/sec) at the top of the TSwl a unit to the average in situ measure-

ment for the TSw2 unit (3,400 m/see) at: the bottom of the TSw2 unit. '],'l_i._.;

linear variation is further extended through the unnamed transition layer

between the TSw2 and TSw3 units.

TSw3
i

. There are no laboratory P-wave velocity measttrements in tl_e 'I'gw3

material to use as confirmation of the in situ mc;asuremerlts, In addit:.i_c,z_,

the thickr_ess of the unit is less than the interval l:_sted iii s;iLu; tl_.t_,
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the in situ measurement may be biased, Because the measured in situ v_l]ue

of P-wave velocity is the fastest recorded in the rock units of intere._Jt,

it seems reasonable to assume that the actual unit v_locity is greater thau

the recorded value, Therefore, the average in situ P-wave velocity m_a-

surement (5,100 m/sec) for the TSw3 unit is recommended as a conservative

value,

The in situ measurement for this unit differs significantly from the

single laboratory value, The In situ measurements of P-wave vel_city for

this thin unit appear to be biased by the underlying CHnlz unit, l'n lieu

of .better data, a value equal to the laboratory measurement (3,850 m/sac)

is recommended,

CHn!z

The average in situ measurement for this unit is greater than the

laboratory measurements, lt seems reasonable that this nonwelded material

is very sensitive to disturbance and/or confining pressure. Therefore, the

average of in situ P-wave velocity (3,010 m/sec) is recommended,

Applying the aforementioned equations for S-wave velocity and dynamic

deformation modulus to the recommended P-wave velocities and summarizing

the dynamic properties at the base of each unit yields the results given ir_

Table 6-i.

As indicated earlier, these recommended properties are based on

currently available but limited site data, which have significant uncer-

tainties, Hence, the WG recommends that additional data be obtained from

the site at the earliest opportunity to supplement and confirm the

available data and recommended properties.



7,0 FAULTING GONSIDERATIONS

7,I obJ_ct,iy_s,

h
Several faults have been identified in ths area of Yucca Mountain that

show evidence of movement during the Quaternary period; hence, the possi-

bility of faulting at the ESF location and vicinity must be considerad,

None of the known faults with evidence of Quaternary movement intersects

thF_ ESF. The potential hazard of a fault that may hawe thus far gone

undetected can be assessed and bounded within reasonable limits, This

assessment requires consideration of what is currently know_ about the

characteristics of faulting in the surrounding area, including uncer-

tainties. Consideration of the potential impact of faulting on the ESF

provides a basis for assessing the relevance of possible undetected faults.

As discussed in Section i, the ESF shafts will not at any time be used

to transport any high-level waste materials, During repository operations,

the ESF shafts will. be converted to serve as ventilation supply shafts,

Exhausting fans on the emplacement area exhaust shaft will at all times

maintain negative pressure in the emplacement area relativ_ to the pressure

in the development area, which is ventilated with forced ventilation;

hence, there is no potential for the ESF shafts to become exhaust shafts

. rather than intake shafts, Based on these discussions, any fault dis-

placement through the ESF does not appear to affect public safety, nor does

it seem to be a serious threat to operations or worker safety unless the

fault offsets are significant, Fault displacements in excess of about 5 cm

could possibly pose a threat to workers' safety during ESF operations,

The faulting hazard does not merit special design, provided there is

reasonable assurance that fault displacement in excess of 5 cm is not

likely to occur during the preclosure period. Limiting the possibility to

less than one chance in I0 during the preclosure period is Judged to be
J

adequate to provide such an assurance, However, because of uncertainties

. in c_'_rrent understanding of how the ESF would perform if subjected to

significant fault displacement and because of uncertainties in current
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undersDat_ding of t|'l_ loua.l, tecton].__ _'_orid:lt.l¢,ris, l;h_ lii_l_isui:c_ for _d_cltiato

assurallCe is Hlade illOl,"e stringent by al.i additional factor of lO, Ac',eoild-

tngly, fat.ilting hazards need riot be consid_recl :l.n the dc,.sigri of t,h_J ESI_'

(which i_as a lO0.yr maintainable deslgrl life) if the _il]Nti_llpt'obabi].ity fol.' i

exceedlng 5 cm of dlspla_em._nt is no greater than lO'4/yr, The character-

istics of a fault that might pose a hazard _an then be e×pressed as one

that has moved during the Quaternary or late Quaternary at an average rate

> 5 cm/lO,O00 yr (0,005 mm/yr),

7,2 ,F_.aultingPoten_

Evidence of Quaternary displacement l_as not been identified on any

fault that inter_ects the ESF or the underground waste disposal area,

E×cept for the Ghost Dance Fault, recognized offsets of faults w].thin the

repository block do not ei',aeed 5 m (DOE, Reference i0, pp, 1-127), The
,

Ghost Dance _i'_ult,which intersects the reposi'tory block but not the ESF,

displaces Tertiary tuff units by 38 m and has a mapped length' of 6 kin (DOE,

Reference I0), Although evidence for movement on this fault:,during tlle

Quaternary period has not been identifl.ed, the possibility cannot be ruled

out from available data, However, it appears unlikely that repeated

movements during the late Quaternary cou].d have gone undetected,

The Ghost Dance Fault is an obvious geologic feature, yet its poten-

tial for movement appears to be insignificant as compared with the faultlilg

characteristics identified in Section 7,1 to be of primary concern iri

designing the ESF. Although the more _ignif:l.cant faults that bound Yucca

Mountain to the east and west do not intersect l:l_c_ESF, the;lr rates of:

movement are closer to the threshold of concern f'or the ESF, The Paint-

brush Canyon Fault appears to have the hl.ghest avc-_ragerate of displacement

during the ].ate Quat(Jrnary, about 0,006 mm/yr (DOI'I,Reference ].0, Tab].e

I-8), The average rate of late Quaternary displacement for the Windy Wash

Fault is estimated to be about 0,0015 mm/yr, Because these mappe.clfatal,ts

displace Tertiary tuff units by 200 in or moi:e (DOE, Reference i0, Table

I-8), similar faults in the proximity of...,the ESV cou].d have easl.ly beell

de tected,



No faults wl.th evidenc_ of Quate_;nary movomenl: have be_n found in l:hcl

., immediate area of the ESF or in the lar.ge__ aroa oi.'the repository b].ocl¢,

More distant fatllts, which bot_nd Yucca Mountaln along the east and west

flanks, have moved _:epeatedly during the Quaternary period, Signl,flcant

movement on these faults appears unlikely during a typical 100-yr period,

and sympathetic displacement in excess of a few oentimet(_rs through the

shaft is an unlikely response to a local earthquake, The annual proba-

bility that _aulting in excess of a f_w centimeters will occur in the I,S]"

shafts is judged_to be well l:"_lowlO'4/yr, Therefo_,'e,_faultlng need not be_

considered in the design of the ESF,

i
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APPENDIX A-I

INCIDENCE ANGLE OF SEISMIC BODY WAVES

Strong ground shaking is primarily the result of seismic body waves

that propagate through the earth along ray paths. The ray paths curve or

refract in response'to gradual or abrupt changes in material velocity. As

illustrated in Figure A-I.I, the inherent velocity of materials in the

earth generally increases With depth, which causes the ray paths for

emerging seismic waves to steepen as they approach the earth's surface.

The curvature of ray paths is explained by Snell's Law, which requires a

constant phase velocity in directions that are parallel to the interface of

two different materials as waves pass from one material to the other.

Snell's Law is used to examine the range of incidence angles to be expected

at the ESF from local earthquakes.
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Figure A-I.1. Approximate Velocity Structure for the Southern Great Basin
[after Rogers et al., Reference A-l-l].
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A-]..I Earth Properties

The velocity structure in the Great Basin increases rather dramatically

with depth (Figure A-I.I). The average P- and S-wave Velocities for t|]e

Tertiary tuff units at Yucca Mountain are about 3 km/see and 1.8 km/sec,

respectively (Section 6). At a depth of about 3 km below mean sea level,

the respective values have increased to about 6,15 km/sec and 3.6 km/soc

(Rogers at al., Reference A-I-I).

This increase of a factor of two or more.in the velocity of rock with

depth is indicative Of significant increases in the stiffness and strength

properties of rock with depth. The capacity of rock to support large

tectonic stresses also increases with depth, at least to a depth of several

kilometers. Consequently, the earthquake rupture of most importance to

ground motion hazards originates at a depth of a few kilometers or more.

Also, the relatively large stiffness and strength properties of rock at

these depths are required to efficiently transmit the largest-amplitude

'waves away from the immediate source area.

A-I.2 Incidence Angle

A local earthquake of unspecified location is postulated for estimating

the range of incidence angles that would be expected for the largest-

amplitude body waves. As illustrated in Figure A-I,2, the analysis uses

the following notation:

vs - velocity of rock at the source depth responsible for the

largest-amplitude waves;

YES F - veloclty of rock at the ESF (approximately _ 1/2 Vs)_;

@s -takeoff angle at the source, measured from vertical, for

body waves enroute to the ESF; and

l
8ES F - incidence angle at the ESF, measured from vertical.

A-I-2



Earthquake SoUrce

Figure A-I.2. Depiction of the Ray Path Along Which the Largest-Amplitude
Waves from a Potential Earthquake Source May Emerge at the
ESF

The largest variations in velocity occur with depth. For simplicity,

the earth is assumed to comprise horizontal layers of homogeneous material,

i.e., vertically stratified. Repetitious application of Snell's Law to ray

paths passing from one layer to the next indicates that the horizontal

phase velocity would be constant along the entire ray path (Richter, Refer-

ence A-I-2). Equating the horizontal phase velocity for waves transmitted

at _:he source with those emerging at the ESF location gives

vs vES F

sin 0 S sin 8ES F

The incidence angle at the ESF is then obtained from

VESF

sin 8S < 1/2 ,sin 8ES F v
S

assuming that vs _ 2 vES F for both P and S waves at the source depth

re_ponsible for the predominant earthquake waves. Thus, the
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largest-amplitude body waves are expected to emerge at the ESF at an angle

steeper than about 30 ° from vertical. Intervening heterogeneities and

alternate wave paths are not expected to significantly alter this

conclusion.

A-I.3 References

AS111. • Rogers, A. M., S. C. Harmsen, W. J. Carr, and W, Spence (1983),
"Southern Great Basin Seismological Data Report for 1981 and

Preliminary Data Analysis," USGS OFR-83-0669, U.S. Geological
Survey, Denver, CO,

A-I-2. Richter, C. F. (1.958), Elementary Seismology, W H. Freeman and

Company, San Francisco, CA,
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APPENDIX A_2

DISCUSSION OF. THE PREDICTION OF UNE GROUND MOTIONS

, This appendix summarizes background information concerning the

prediction equations given in Table A-2.1 and Used for the prediction of

UNE ground motions. In this table, the mean values shown are calculated

. for a 700 kt shot at 22.8 km distance. The background information includes

discussions of how the design basis UNE was selected, the data used in the

development of the equations (including the rationale used in the analysis

of the data and the recommended prediction equations), and a brief discus-

sion of wave propagation from a UNE. Additional detail on the development

of the prediction equations may be found in Reference A-2-1, Long (draft),*

and Phillips (draft).**
b

A-2.1 Selection of the Design Basis UNE

The locations of present and proposed testing areas are shown in

Figure 3-I. Testing areas i.n current use are those at Pahute Mesa, Rainier

Mesa, and Yucca Flats. Possible future sites have been defined (Fernald,

Reference A-2-2) because they are required in the event that existing sites

are consumed. The two possible future sites of concern are the Buckboard

Mesa area and Mid Valley.

The upper limits on yield for each of the testing areas have been

defined based on offsite damage. Special emphasis has been placed on

potential damage in Las Vegas These limits are

* J.W. Long, "Component Ground Motion at the Nevada Test Site from Pahute

Mesa Underground Nuclear Explosions," SAND86-04.39, Sandia National.

Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, draft.
**J.S. Phillips, "Evaluation of Equations Used for the Prediction of Peak

Ground Motiol_s at Yucca Mountain from Underground Nuclear Explosions in

L Pahute Mesa," SAND87-1811, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
NM, draft.
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_ABLg A" 2 ,_.,

PREDICTION EQUATIONS FOR ACCELERATION, VELOCITY, AND DISPLACEMENT a,b

Mean 1.65 _ "

Compo_ ........ Equatlon c V_lue Value

Vertical Acceleration (g) 0 487 W0 491 R-1.792 0.05 0,2

Radial Acceleration (g) 0 239 W0 382 R-1.425 0.03 0.I

Trans. Acceleration (g) 0 246 W0 326 R-1,371 0.03 0.I

Vector Acceleration (g) 0 511 W0.482 R-1.717 0.06 0.2

Vertical Velocity (cm/s) 8 390 W0 679 R-1.584 4 9

Radial Velocity (cm/s) 6 861 W0 544 R-1.352 4 12

Trans. Velocity (cm/s) 5 873 W0 458 R-I,208 3 12

Vector Velocity (cm/s) 12 040 W0.628 R "1,593 5 I0

Vertical Displacement (cm) 1 319 W0.737 R "1.699 i 2

Radial Disp!acement (cm) 1 024 W0.719 R _I,486 I 3

Trans. Displacement (cm) 0.598 W 0,603 R'l.165 i 4

Vector Displacement (cm) 2 683 W0.675 R '1.640 I 2

a. The vector values at the 1.65 a level for acceleration, velocity, and

displacement are less than or equa ! to the maximum individual component
because the standard deviation for the vector quantities is much smaller

than that of the individual components and that of the round-off
effects.

b, For stations on rock.

c, W denotes field in kt; R denotes range from event location to point of
interest in km.

,,,. i
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• Pahute Mesa--l,300 kt,

• Yucca Flats--300 kt,

• F_'enchman's Flat--300 kt, arm

• Buckboa_'d Mesa area--750 kt.

The yield limit for Mid Valley has not been addressed specifically because

the geology will restrict yields to well below those at the other sites.

Using the information given above, predictions were made for UNEs in

the testing area closest to Yucca Mountain with the highest yield limits

(Pahute Mesa and Buckboard Mesa area, Vortman, Reference A-2-3. The

smallest possible distance between these particular testing areas and Yucca

Mountain was scaled from a map, and this distance was used in the predic-

tion equations. The design basis UNE was selected as the UNE that produced

the largest ground motions at Yucca Mountain, which was a 700-kt event in

the Buckboard Mesa area at 22.8 km away (700 kt was used instead of 750 kt

because of the small differences in the predicted values and the already

conservative approach of assuming the closest point for the largest yield).

Although the yield limit for Pahute Mesa is greater, Pahute Mesa is

: sufficiently far away that the ground motion at the repository site would

be less than that from the nearest location in the Buckboard Mesa area.

A-2.2 D_eve_!QpmeD.t of the UNE P._edlctlon Equations

The major objectives for the analyses included in Reference A-2-1, Long

idi'aft:), and Phillips (draft) were (I) to develop a regional prediction

u,od.ei[ for the NTS and (2) to identify and quantify the differences in

_,round motion behavior at Yucca Mountain when compared to those at the NTS.

To this end, data f_'om a ntunber of UNEs were analyzed.

The data set used to develop the prediction equations includes ground

ulotlons recorded from a total of 34 UNEs, These events were conducted

. },etween 1966 and 1984, The yield variation in the data set is from 80 kt.

!:o 1,400 kt (9 UNEs' had yields >500 kt; 7 UNEs had yields between 150 and

%00 kt', 18 UNEs had yields between 80 and 150 kt). Ground motion has been

A-2-3
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recorded at about 50 different locatloIls. ()f _',_._ 50 locatio_'_s, I0 have

been located in the Yucca Mountain area, Groul_d motion from a total of

eight of these events was recorded at Yucca Mountain stations, This data

set was chosen based on the need for a reasonable variation in yield and

distance (from the source) to obtain general prediction equations, All *

events were conducted in the Pahute Mesa testing area of the NTS (Fig-

_re 3-1). Geologies in which stations were located may be placed in two

broad categories: rock and alluvium.

The prediction equations that were developed in References A-2-1 and

A-2-2 are empirical. The major assumptions made in the development of

these equations are (i) the source geology is considered to be the same;

(2) the differences in travel path geology are ignored; and (3) the station

geology differences are accounted for by providing separate equations for

rock and alluviLun. In addition, the data are assumed to be lognormally

distributed and linearly correlated in a log-log space (i.e., fit with a

power curve). These assumptions and approach are not original. An earlier

study (Environmental Research Corp,, Reference A-2-4) has shown this

approach to be reasonable when describing the behavior of UNE ground

motions. The equations are developed from multiple linear regressions in

which yield and distance are considered to be the independent variables and

the ground motion parameter (acceleration, velocity, or displacement) is

the dependent variable. The data were subdivided into three major groups

(Vortman, Reference A-2-1). Group I included ali. data in the data set.

Data from known anomalous stations [e.g., Nuclear Reactor Development

Stations (NRDS) area, Rainier Mesa, Climax Stock, etc,] (Vortman and Long,

Reference A-2-5) were excluded to form Group II. The Group III data set

consisted of Group II minus the data available from the Yucca Mountain

stations at the time of the analyses. In addition to these three major

groups, three subdivisions of these groups were made based on the station

geo].ogy. These subdivisions were (i) all stations regardless of geology',

(2) only stations on rock', and (3) only stations on alluvium.

4.

The recommendations from Vortman (Reference A-2-1) and Long (draft)
&

were to use the Group III equations for the appropriate station geology as
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' the prediction equations at the NTS, Those recommendations were based on

the fact that inclusion of the anomalous stations would bias the

,, predictions in an unfavorable fashion for a procedure that is meant to

predict general NTS ground motions, Inclusion of the Yucca Mountain

• stations would bias the predictions to lower yields and greater distances,

i,e,, most UNEs are between 40 and 50 km away from Yucca Mountain,

i

The recommended prediction equations from Vortman (Reference A-2-1) and

Long (draft) were evaluated by Phillips (draft), That study used ali data

recorded at Yucca Mountain stations between mld-1980 and the end of FY

1986. These events were "predicted" using the recommended equations, and

these predicted values were compared with the measured values at Yucca

Mountain, Ratios of measured and predicted ground motions were calculated

for each event at each Yucca Mountain station, and average ratios f_r each

station were determined. In the analysis of these average station ratios,

it was observed that the predicted values were generally less than those

measured. The average ratios calculated for each station were always less

than the la value of 'the prediction equation, The individual ratios

calculated for each event at a particular station seldom exceeded t'he 2a

values calculated from the equations (la corresponds to the 68% confidence

interval for the mean of ali the observations at the site or the 84%

nonexceedance probability level, and 2a corresponds to the 95% confidence

interval or the 98% nonexceedance probability level). The conclusion of

this analysis was that the prediction equations front Vortman (Reference A-

2-1) and Long (draft) provided reasonably accurate results, given the

statistics of the fits. To attempt to correct for possible site effects

with this data set would imply a ].eve]. of accuracy that does not exist in

the data.

As discussed in Section 3 of this report, the predicted ground motions

provided for the design of the ESF were specified at the 95% nonexceedance

probability level, which corresponds to 1.65a, These values are also

listed with the equations in Table A-2,1,

&.
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A-2,3 Wav_ Propa_a_,ion from,UNEs'.

The UNE produces a radially expanding oompresslonal shook front at the

point of the explosion (Bath, Reference A-2-6), As the distance increases
i

from the source, this colnpressional front is converted to a complex wave

train of various seismic signals, These signals are the result of tectonic

release, refractions from layering in the earth, free surface effects at

the ground surface, and material anlsotropies, At distances of interest to

the diagnosis of the ESF, the primary wave types present in the ground

motions are body waves and surface waves, Body waves are composed of

compressional (P) waves, horizoDtally polarized shear waves (Sh) , and

vertically polarized shear waves (Sv) (Rodean, Reference A-2-7), Surface

waves are composed of Rayleigh and Love waves (Rodsan, Reference A-2.7),

The wave types that carry most of the energy are the P, Sh, and Sv waves,

Because of the depth of the UNE and the radial nature of the explosion, the

following assumptions are made about which wave types cause the component

acceleration and velocities observed at distances of interest to the

designers of the ESF:

. peak radial motions are the result of the P wave,

. peak transverse motions are the result of the Sh wave, and

. peak vertical motions are the result of the Sv wave,
d

The peak displacements observed at these distances from a UNE are

associated with the surface waves,

A-2,4 References
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APPENDIX A-3

DETERMINATION OF C°,ONTROLLING STRAIN COMBINATION FOR DESIGN

This appendix gives the data, assumptions, and methods used for

determining the controlling strain combination for design of the ESF,

b

A-3,1 Gondit_,ons and Assumptions

A- 3,i,i Eart_llqualge,,CoBt,r,o,! Motion

Horizontal: vh - 30 cre/set ah _, O,3 g

Vertical : vv - 2/3 vh av = ah

A-3,1,2 U_NE Control Motio_

llorizontal: v_ = 12 cmlsee - 0,40 vh a_ = 0,i g - 0,33 ah
f

' = 9 cm/sec - 0 30 vh a = 0 2 g - 0,67 ahVertical : Vv ' v '

L

Ali results will be normalized in terms of vh and ah,

A-3,1,3 Earthquake incident angles between 0° (_ertical) and 30_ (maximum)

and free-field strains are given by Table A-3,2, which was derived from

Table A.,3,1 using

Vp = W/COS@ Vsv = rh/cOS@ Vsh = vh

ap = av/cos@ asv = av/cos@ ash = ah ,

A-3,1,4 UNE incident angles can range from 0 ° (vertical) to 9(I°

(horizontal) ,

For 0° ! @ _< 45°, the assumptions are those used for Condition

A-3,1,3 and Table A-3,2,
b
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TABLE A-3.3

STRAINS CAUSED BY UNEtS FOR 45 ° < 0 < 90°

Wave

Type axx _zz 7xy _b

2 Rat_v_ v_ cos @ 2

P _-- sin @ C- sin 8 0 --_ cos @ (xz plane)
p p C

P

3
v' v' Ra' cos @
V V V

S cos @ -- cos 8 0 (xz plane)v C C 2
s s C sin @

S

v ' Ra_h 2

Sh 0 0 _-- sin 8 2 cos @ (yz plane)
s C

S

For 45 ° < @ _< 90°, use Table A-3.3 derived from Table A-3.1 using

f f I

vh = vhv = /sin 8 v = w/sin @ Vshp sv

These assumptions are very conservative for 30° < 8 _< 60° because they lead

to the wave particle velocities and accelerations shown in Table

A-3.4.

Table A-3.4 _ shows that the computed values of v and a are very

conservative compared with the design basis UNE values. Despite this

conservatism, UNE will not govern.

A-3.1.5 Effects of P, Sv, and Sh will be vector summed using the 100-40-40

Combination Rule based on random phasing. For instance, bending st:rain, cb

caused by the Sh wave is 90 ° to _b from P and Sv waves.

m

•P ' bSv Sh

-- A 3-4
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TABLE A-3.4

COMPUTED WAVE PARTICLE VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS

q

Wave Particle Velocities Accelerations

" (cm/sec) (g)

8 Vp Vsv v_* v' * ap asv _* a' *__ v_y___ v

0 ° 9.0 12.0 12.0 _' 9.0 0.2 0.I 0.i 0.2

37 ° ii. 3 15.0 14.7 12.6 0.25 0. 125 0.19 0.23

45 ° 12.7 17.0 15 6 15 6 0.282 0.141 0.24 0.24

53 ° 15.0 11.3 14.7 12.6 0.125 0.25 0,19 0.23

90 ° 12.0 9.0 12 0 9.0 0 I 0.2 0.I 0.2

*Probabilistic 100-40-40 Combination Rule used to generate these values.

A-3.1.6 The designer is concerned with total axial strain and either

maximum hoop strain or maximum hoop stress. Elastic computed maximum hoop

stress, ah, at unlined opening will serve as a measure of hoop effects.

Total axial strain, aa, is given by ta _zz + _b. The earthquake and UNE _

incident angles and component combinations that maximize ah and ta must be

determined.

A-3.1.7 Properties Used

Poisson's Ratio' v = 0.19 (Results insensitive for 0.13 ! v ! 0.24)

• Wave Speed

Ratios' Cp/C s = 1.62 (Results insensitive for 1.53 _ Cp/C s

1.71)

Shear Wave

" _ Speed" Cs _ 800 m/sec

Shaft Radius' R < 5 m
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A-3.2 Elastlc _oov Str.ess for Unlined_0.peninz

Free Field

(ax/O)- 2_xx + (_IC)(axx+ _zz) _

(ay/G) - (l/G)(axx + _zz) I --Lame's Equation
(rxy/G) - Txy (Timoshenko and Goodier,Reference A-3-1)

Principal Stresses

- (7
+a x y 2

°x y + + ;

al, 3 " 2 2 rxy

I 2 2. + (_/G)(c + c ) + _ +
(al,3/G) " _xx xx zz - , xx 7xy

Maximum Hood Stress

(ah/G) - 3 (alG) (a3/G) --Kirsch's Equation
(Timoshenko and Goodier, Reference A-3 I);

2 2.. + (_/G)(e + _ ) + 2 • + , (A-3-1)
' (ah/2G) " exx xx zz xx 7xy

2u 2_0.19) - 0 61 for w - 0.19 .
where(>,/C)- "

For both an earthquake and UNE, the incident angle and component

combination that maximize (ah/2 G) will also maximize hoop effects on the

ESF All results are normalized in terms of eN - _h' C '

S

6xial Strain

aa " CZZ + _b

cb is normalized by EBN -

'" (Ca/aN) "_N eBN CN
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For R _ 5 m and Cs _> 800 m/s

Rah (5m)(0.3 g)(980 cm/sec 2g)
(_BN/_N ) _ _ - 0,061 ;

, VhC s 30 cm/sec (800 cm/sec)

.'.(_a/_N) _ (_zz/_N) + 0,061 (_b/_BN) . (A-3-2)P

Axial effects on the shafts will be maximized when (_a/_N) is

maximized,

A-3.3 Earthquak,e Cgntr,ol Motion

The parameters for UNE earthquake control motion are given in

Table A-3.3.

TABLE A-3,5

STRESSES AND STRAIN FOR EARTHQUAKE MOTION

O - 0° _xx/aN azz/_N 7xy/_ N gb/£BN _h/2Gc N _a/_N I

P 0 0.41 0 0

Sv 0 0 0 1,0

Sh 0 0 0 1,0

100% P + 40% (_v + _h) 0 0.41 0 0.57 a 0,25 0,44

100% _v + 40% <P + _h) 0 0.16 0 1.08 a 0,I0 0,23
_

100% _h + 40% (P + _v) 0 0.16 0 1,08 a ' 0.I0 0.23

O - 30*

P 0,12 0.36 0 0,16

Sv 0,50 0,50 0 0,75

Sh 0 0 0,50 075

1.00% P + 40% (_v + _h) 0.32 0.56 0,20 0,55 a 0.61 0,59

100% _v + 40% (P + _h) 0,55 0,64 0.20 0.87 a 2.45 b 0.69 b

' 100% Sh + 40% (P + _v) 0,25 0,34 0,50 0.83a 1,73 0,39

• a. Vectorially combined per Condition A-3.1,5 P, _v, and Sh indicate
vector quantities,

b. Controls.
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A-3,4 UNE Control Mot!oD

The parameters for UNE control motion are given in Table A-3.6,

TABLE A-3,6

STRESSES AND STRAIN FOR UNE MOTIONS

@ = 0° axx/aN _zz/aN 7xy/_ N £b/_N °h/2G_ N aa/_N

P 0 0.19 0 0

Sv 0 0 0 0.33

Sh 0 0 0 0.33

Ia 0 0.19 0 e 0.12 0,19

2b e 0.08 e 0,36 e 0,i0

3c e 0,08 e 0.36 e 0.i0

O 37° _xx/_N _ 7Xy/_ _ ah/2G_= zz/_N N b/_BN N a/_N

P 0.09 0.15 0 0.12

: Sv 0,24 0,24 0 0,2].

Sh 0 0 0,24 0.21

Ia 0.19 0.25 0.I0 e e e

25 0,28 0.30 0,I0 0,27 1,23 0,32

3c 0,13 0.16 0.24 e e e

I

® = 450 rxx/aN _zz/_N 7xy/aN ab/aBN ah/2GaN £a/aN

= P 0.08 0.08 0 0.13

Sv 0.28 0.28 0_ 0,17

- Sh 0 0 0.28 0,].7

" la 0,19 0,19 0.II e 0,86 e

2b 0,31 0,31 0,Ii 0,23 1,35 d 0.32 d -

_ 3c 0,14 0,14 0.28 e 0,94 e

A-3-8 (',
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TABLE A-3.6

STRESSES AND STRAIN FOR UNE MOTIONS (Concluded)
q

@ = 53 ° _xx/_N azz/_N 7xy/_ N _b'/aBN ah/2G_ N _a/CN
@

R 0,20 0,Ii 0 0.05,

Sv o.18 o,18 o o.18

Sh 0 0 0.32 012

ia. 0 27 0,18 0.13 e 1.14 e

2b 0.26 0,22 013 e e e

3c' 0,1,5 0,12 0 32 e 1,02 ,, e

@ = 90 ° axx/_N azz/_N 7xy/_N ab/£BN ah/2GaN. _a/CN

P 0,25 0 0 0

Sv 0 0 0 0

Sh 0 0 0.40 0

Ia 0.25 0 O016 0 I.O0 0

2b e 0 e 0 e 0

3c 0.I0 0 0.40 0 0,99 0

a. I = 100% P + 40% (Sv + _h).

b. 2 = 100% _v + 40% (P + Sh).

c, 3 = 100% _h + 40% (P + _v).

d. Controls.

e. By observation, this cannot control; therefore, it was not computed.
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A-3,5 Conclusions

Earthquake control motion, with 8 - 30 ° }

and a oombination of controls

J.oo_Sv + 4o_ (P+ Sh) .

For this case, ah/2G_ N - 2.45 and

_a/aN S 0.69 .

The largest UNE effect is at 8 - 45 ° for 100% Sv + 40% (P + Sh).

For this case, Oh/2Oa N - 1.35 - (0.55 * value for earthquake control

motion) and

ca/_N - 0.32 - (0.46 • value for earthquake control

motion).

lt is necessary to double the UNE control motion before UNE carl

govern.

A-3,6
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APPENDIX A-4

DEPTH ATTENUATION BEHAVIOR OF UNE GROUND MOTIONS

AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN

The objective of this appendix is to describe the observed attenuation

',a behavior of ground motions at Yucca Mountain with depth, The ideal

approach to achieve this objective would be to record ground motions at

several depths from the design basis UNE in the hole of interest and to

develop attenuatioll curves for the pertinent parameters (Figure A-4,1),

However, data in this form do not exist at the repository site, The data

set that is av,ail,able for this task consists of ground motions from a total

of' 17 UNEs (conducted from mid-1980 through mld-1987) recorded at a total

of six different surface and downhole stations located in the vicinity of

Yucca Mountain V of which none is located at the ESF, Each one of these

stations has instruments at the surface and at one downhole location, The

stations are located in similar but not identical geologies and are

separated by distances Of as much as 8 km (Figure A-4,2), The distances

from the UNEs included in the data base to the ground motion stations range

from 40 to 50 km, and the UNE yields range from 80 to 150 kt (as Compared

with the design basis UNE of 700 kt at a distance of 22.8 km),

Range km Ground Motion

ES Amplitude
0 I0 20

0 - - •.... i .... _ " ' _-i _w27'" _- --
0W29

I
Nv_o
_v2_f

,
500-

° I

, O 700 KT

Figure A-4,1, Ideal Situation for Determining Depth Attenuation Behav:lor
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Range _ km

0 I0 20 30 40 50 60

O

500

80-150 KT =o

('4

.Station Su.rface _

W28 TCW TSWI

W24 UO CHn2

W25 UO TSW2

W29 UO UO

W30 TCW TSW2

Figure A-4,2, Actual Situation for Determining Depth Attenuation Behavior

Two different studies were conducted, The first was directed .at the

attenuation of absolute peak ground motions with depth; the second

addressed the depth attenuation behavior of the pseudorelative velocity

response spectra (PSRV) at characteristic earthquake frequencies of i, 2,

and 5 Hz. These two studies are discussed below,

A-4,1 Assump.tions and .Approach

The approach used to develop depth atte.nuation behavior is to calculate

ratios of surface and downhole ground motion and to plot the log of these

ratios versus depth. This approach assumes that the geologic differences,

as well as the separation distances between the individual stations, are

insignificant, In addition, 'differences in yield, shot point geology,

station-to-source distance, and travel path geology are also assumed to be

insignificant, Finally, by considering only the absolute peak g_._our)d

motions, the individua], wave types that make up the total ground motion are ,._

ignored, All of these assumptions will. have the efIk:,.ctof increasing the

data scatter and hence the uncertainty in this _na].ys:is, Irl the analysis

A-4 2



of tho PSRV ratios, the d_gree of uncertainty will 1.3or_dtmed bcJ_ztu.qc._I:llu
p

same wave type, will b__ compared at both thc_ sul:fac, e and downhole 1.o_::_tt.¢,l_._z,

The considerations that went into the d_t.erlnination of t:ho v;,ll:Jou_J ['l.t_

were as follows:

i

I, Distance attenuation rates for a specific wavB type will d:{.ffc:Jrorl

the surface from.thos_ downhol_, and distanc_ attenuation rat_s of

different wave typos will dlff_r be'cause geometrical factors and

material properties differ in the surface and downhole m_d:l.a°

A].though these factors are not used explicitly in the dev_lopment:

of the depth attenuation curves, they are taken into consideration

in the "judgment factor" applied to the derived fits°

2, The surface materials at the ground motion stations are different,

These differences will artificially influence the surface-to-

downhole ratios because there will only be one surface material at

= the ESF site.

3, Station W30 was the station farthest from the UNEs, Surface-to-

downhole ratios for this station are generally less than those lfor

the other stations at Yucca Mountain. Based on observations of UNI!',

data, the amount of attenuation observed at depth decreases with

increasing distance from the source (Phillips, draft*), A possible

" explanation is that the peak anlplitudes at greater distance._J ai:e

driven by surface waves, which do not attenuate significant].y (for

: the wave lengths of the UNE motions) with depth, Becat.t._c:_t:l_c_

primary objective here is to predict attenuation behavior f:(,l: _l

larger yield at a e].oser range, the data from W30 were not L'_vet"

much weight in the derived fit.

. _ _J,S, Philllos (draft), "Analysis of Component Safety/Downhole C;roui_d
Motions at Yucca Mountain for Underground Nuclear Ext)lostorlsj :l.l_ P,'tl_ut._,
Mesa," SAND87-238]., Sandia National L.aboratories, A].buquerque, NM,
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4, Transv_rse and radial acceleration data recorded at Station W28

were not heavily weighted in the fit because the anomalous behavior

observed there is too sporadic to quantify at this time (Phillips,

draft) ,

5, Singular events that appear to bs outside of the norm were

essentially ignored in the fitting process,
J

6, The derived fit is an "eyeball" fit, Blind regression of these

data produces results With poor correlation coefficients and

suggests a degree of accuracy or understanding (from these data)

that is not present,

7, The fits, determined from the average ratios at each station, were

compared with the complete data set and were modified as necessary,

A-4,2 Absolute Peak Atten_tio_

The surface-to-downhole ratios for peak values of acceleration,

velocity, and displacement for all UNEs recorded at the Yucca Mountain site

were calculated and plotted versus depth of the station, Some of the

events have been included in Phillips (draft), but others were conducted

after the data for that study had been gathered, Table A-4,1 shows the

events, stations, station depths, and calculated surface-to-downhole ratios

for each ground motion component, Table A-4,2 repeats the information of

Table A-4,I and includes the actual data values from the events not

included by Phillips (draft), The plots of these ratios are included in

Figures A-4,3 through A-4,11, The equations determined for the lines shown

on these figures are given in Table A'4,3, The amount of depth attenuation

predicted for various depths by these equations is summarized in Table A-

4,4, Ali accelerations, velocities, and displacements decreased with

increasing depth with the exception of vertical displacement,

In an attempt to evaluate these attenuation curves by comparison with

an event more similar to the design basis event, another UNE recorded at a

closer range was studied, The event was Nebbio!o, and the station was W-9,
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Table A-4,1

'Ratio, of Peak Surface and Downhole Ground Motions
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Table A-4,1

Ratio of Peak Surface and Downhole (;round Motions

(Continued)
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Table A-4.1

Ratio of Peak Surface and Downhole Ground Motions

(Continued)



Table A-4.1

Ratio of Peak Surface and Downhole Ground Motions

(Continued)

Rat)oso_ PeelSurfaceand [)ownholeTransver._eAccelerat.lon5

_V_nt

I.'._or,_.li l, :':7. I 7! !,-"i_

_,,,r_,,._ I_', i :'_ I _0 ' '_..... ¢,., ! '., ,,,

Gibnl. 1'_

l'ier_'e I,5._, I..?'_

'_o_n,_l._ , I._, ,70 _,,t,_

13_!d_t,_r,e ',_3 J,8,",'.; ," _7 !,92

t,:, _.n , t 1 I, _"_ _,7,7 I. _:',
,ahqar_: I. '._, ,:,(.,! I,?' _',._,7

_,_i ._,,._.... , (:_ , _
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Table A-4.1

Ratio of Peak Surface and Downhole Ground Motions

(Concluded)

@
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Table A-4,2

Values Used to Determine Ratios of Surf_ce and Downhole,

Ground Motions

v,.,,;le__.lis'ec$t_ _,:_t:ermlneti'etios rj, F'.m.a;:'Surface and [Iownhole Vertical _r.'pIc.,r._t.'_r,o _,

_._,._tl,:,r, t,i , W',!9 WI',!/.30 _'125 _'1:.75 _,.:_ W',ff:_ _

vfq)l

, , -_ncr,] ) w 1":-,:,_. "':,.fiF,

" :,PO_:,I_ • ,? 1,97 5, 15

7,_' " !,62 l,Sl 4,21 :_,16

re,_,n_ ?, 1,3 1,64 4,09 , ,':,"j',_
t',Im0,' _,41 ..

hr, c.

i'err_ "_,_)4 7,41

_:) . . .(,rI rJsIr,/t,_ O,08B84/0, 0.:_,43 O,04418lO,02879 O, 1947."0,05.319 (,, gr,',l'?Sq;', .!at)P.,2
Jefferson o, (_4426x(},02822 0, 04(129/0,(1261 0, 1336/0, ()2972 0, ()8289,'(),03965

Oarwin 0, 05782/0,027'29 0,04157/0, 03237 0. 09713.10,0?389 0, 05032/0, 02617

Lobquark 0,(41r3/0,02473 (,, 0.309/0, 02062 0, 08752/0, (J2332 ' (,07%5/o,03521

P.e}a,c,nt (:,,08817 /0, 04527 O,04694/0, 03547 0,2071/0,05213 {.,,0%35/i), 0572r_
_odie 0, 05543/0, 03212 0,0392/0,02236 O,O,19_t/0,09127

._el amar O,05322/0.0.305 O,05156/0,028

!4,..3_r r.l}n 0, 2484tU,06598 0, 1673/0.09473 0.16/0, 1084 t>192t',"0,071"3..52

,qvetaoe t. 2'1 2, 03 1,60 3.9':' 2,,08

.,.,_,,l,esL)secl,:D br,term)ne Rat)os of Peal,' Surface and [Iownho]e Vertical Velocities

';t _inn W;!7 W29 WI2/.':',0 )125 W25 t428 W?8

)ic,pt i, .. m.. . 3.5 83 352 "SR.:....... 5 ",F '?,7.."., :!58
[ vm-.f

[,!,oncei I c,r 1,05 I, 4?
I;_bra. 0,q7

Kappeli ,12 1,5 ?,74

%1 uk t, 15 I, O,b I, 31 2,,3_
Ser'cna 1,09 1,01 1,74 1,33
'_ImorR 1,4

I _err,:, (i,'48 1,21
rowa,,rla 1,1.3 O.99 1, (

Gol6,t c,r,e 0, 00427910, (103476 O,00461/0, ()04468 O, O()bg36/i),(),)3()Y, _),0u56()6,,I),,"03 ')1

Jet .{er,._on 0, 003762/(,,0{)3711 (,)03956 i0,, 0rl3v94 0, ii, 6011/0, ( _152 _, fl¢5( 1110,()fi3465
Lk_r_,._1n (,, 00._8751(, 'H)36480, 005705/0. 00586 0, 005284/}, 00462,5 O,()1't48'_5,",',1034:/7

[ :d;q0or I,' 0, 00310.':,/(,( (r27)7 0, ()0566t(_,005481 (),i')l66:q/(, U05672 ft, (.,:)6729,'0,0(%07

::l£,J(r,r.ll_t O,0052510,0()4793 O,006099/0,006036 O,006792/,_, 0()_t(:.,337 o, 006434, f:,, ')05635

[t,:,die (, i}G%'_/(, 00.'.';7050, "045_1/0,0i)4621 ,.., 0.0i)2545/0,00561
_!el_mar O.004111,;',. 004069 0,0063221(I,00622;3

fl._rdiD (),006579,_0,"65081 O,0069410, 006753 ,004142,'0, r)(,4818 ,>,006:9h/0, (l) _I 49_m5
_;er ac._e 1, 12 1,12 1,05 ,58 t,.:,4

=
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Table A-4'.2

Values Used to Determine Ratios of Surface and,Downhole

Ground Motions (Continued)

+ VaulesUsedto Determine_,.otloso+ PeakSurfaceand Downl',oIeVerticalOtsp]acement_

St.at!nn ,_/77 W2g ,Wt2/30 ',"_.-.. _25 W28 W?8'
- 35El _._r..DepLh m 35 83 7,52 :_')5 'm,8',. ',- . . ,.,1 .J • .

Event

Charge.pl1or l, ii2 1, t
Cabra O,97

Kappetl O,gq 1 1,11

Sa!ut t,05 O,g8 I,08 t,(18

.qerena l, 04 1.02 l, 1:_, l, 09
Egmonl I, 1.3
6ibne

1i erra 0, _[, 1.04
Towarlda I, 02 (i,90 l, 08

Gold.stone O,112;0, {l 0, i 483/(I, 1514 O,1074/( ,':)9893 O,lOSt/O, t<)2f]

,.le+.iersot, O,11.iJ8/,;,,10+:_ O,1247/0, t264 O,105/0, (19525 O,107t/0,.09963
Darwin, O,1 !8/0, 1i23 0,?.'.006,0,2012 O, t561/0, !_5 ,),1237z0, 121.3

L.abquark O,n'-;82_,;n, ,19327 O, !862!0, t882 O,2056/0,182 (+,18610, 164.3

i;elmont ,0, .t52/0,]47,9 ,,, 200l/0,2112 (,,1711+(+.15t_3 O,1857/0, 1762
Bodie 0, 108910.ii)61 ll),1406i0,14;'4 O,044910.1.5/7

lJelam_r I),1147/0, 1124' 0,2)22/0,21'24

Hardin 0, J563/0, t571 0,204.3il),2071 t),hT026/O, k,la O, 73;0, ih28

Averag__ O.99 I, 03 (,, "-_9 t, O.r-I O,98

t,au)es LIsedT.O[:,etermine Ratio,_ n+ Peai_£;,_r4aeeand Do,robt.,leGladi-,l Ar.r.eler,_+lon._o

'_t _t.i.on W:i7 _29 _1 ?./_(, ll125 _¢?.5 W28 _28

Depth .' _, _3,5 8:.". _";' .....,<q 305 375 ?68
Event

ChanceJ]or. J, )], _',7
Cal:,v"_ I, 74

K._ppeli 1,.:i_, t 06 4,.45

,-3aI tit: ;:'.(I'+' 1,7 3, ,57 l, 04
Serena ,'..>.", ,34 3, 31 O,66
Eqmor,t
6ibne

r_erra 4,83 0,6
lowenda t, 23 l, 49 2;,_44

Gr.,idst [me o, 08349.,_,05515 O,(:,31?,"O.+)7817 O,0?765/0, (!",75,1 0,06244!0,0653

J._f{er,sor, I , fL57;, ,:i,02762 O,r 24::.1],), 028471 __,0801B/O,03025 r, 05(i')6/O,0405

Darwin (),058] 1,'(I,O{',3ia} U, )3f:'B]1().0|806 O,07624i(', 0:_"462 O,05991i0,02657
. I..abqu.a.rk U,0326,'0,02147 O,' 33rg/,.),02,1':__ r_,0;_8';:_wO,.::122t6 O,C_c,3t 8/0, ,]278

z

Be]mortt 6,0758Z:i:, 03725 O,{_4(:,4_i.,'_'),07,t_93 (,, !:,2,;t;t,, 04382 I_,07954/t),05701
Bodie 0, ,.5i;.5'9/r_,0;7291 ,), r,:;496,t ,6;:]97 (, (i26,g6/(),(1784

a " "Delamar (),(i584_,','tl, t.:.z/7 I,, 0._l ".;2_+,OJY:'_4

Hardin (i. 1775117.+6[Pi% .O,08188t0, t)6:18[( +), l l)')El/ , ,)_l!0 t') O, 61J2/(I, ii i!:_,5,8

_4;'eraqe !, 7:_6 ',',iO !. 4 ], 48 [, 9=
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Table A-4.2

Values Used to Determine Ratios of Surface and Downhole
Ground Motions (Continued)

Vaues UsedtoDetermineRatiosofPeakSurfaceandDownholeRadialVelocities

Station N27 W29 W12130 W25 W25 #28 W28

Depth- m ,35 /83 352 358 305 375 358
Event /

Chancellor r/ 1,42 2,22
Cabra t,77

Kappelt ],04 1.66 2.25
Salut 1.22 1,5_ 3,3 ;?,89
Ss,rena 1,16 1,39 2.65 _,;!3
Egmont 3.05
8ibne

Tierra 2,56 P,07
Towanda 1.12 1.83 2.32

Boldstone O,0038]6/0.002826[),005512/0.00358_O,e052_4/0,001816 O,()046_41(,,O()1912
ae_+_r_on O,(108551/0.003708O,004865/0.O030tSO,004281/0,00167_ O,(1051t6_0,001575

Darwin 0,005118/0,004186O,I)0837}/0.005378O,00542l/0,001_58 O,I)i)5381/0,OOP;!r)B
Labquark O,00422710.00367 O.00528610.004898i),00577410°00249 O,00602610,0r0_92
B_Imont O,00509410,004366O,00B33310.007047O,00527510,002477 O,008672/0,003091

Bodle 0,004286/0.o033080,006688/0,003587 0,003134/0,004375
Dela_ar 0,0044510,0041940,008210.004555

Hardin 0,00604/0,0056150,00_20610,006384 O,O02759ih,OO4267 0,00v7}I/0,003882
Averaoe 1,04 1,18 1.55 2,5g 2.32

VaulBsU_.,edto DetermineRatiosofPeakSurlaceandDownho}eRadialDisplacements

Station N?7 _29 W12/30 N25 W25 N28 W28
Depth- m, 35 83 352 358 S_)5 375 358
Even_ ',

Chan_ellor 1,42 1,55
Cabra 1,61

Kappell O,B5 1,64 2,6_
Balut i,_2 1,66 1,72 2,14

_erena I,OV 1,15 2,g8 1,%
Egmont 2._2

8ibne i
Tierra %78 1

Towanda 1,1 i,8l 2.45 (,5
Goldstone 0,095/0,08315 0,1913/0.144 0,08143/0,05783 0, t258/0,05698
Jefferson 0,258li0,I04 0,1668/0.0g03 0,I002/0.05638 0,I0410,04686

DarHir, (i,}484/0,1411 h,2854t_'_.J716 0,1054/0,04g02 0,1471(),h6507
Labquark 0,I02110,091150,1925i0,18 0,205810,095g (,,201410.123_

Belmont 0,144610.1319 0,2855/0.2432 0,134710,0B_l 0,2P5610,I/_8887 .
Bodie 0, I174/0,1105 0,2275/0,1_04 0,08256/h,18%

Delamar O,126610,lalq 0,313_/(I,170B

Hardir, 0,1804t0,1745 0,3204/(_.2074 0.06805i0,1197 _i,2573/_;J.1314 •
Average 0,85 1,21 1,52 2.12 1.87
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Table A-4.2

Values Used to Determine Ratios of Surface and Downhole

Ground Motions (Continued)

',)aulP_iused to Oetermlne Ratio_ of Peal( Surface and DnwnholeTrarlsver._.eAcce]eraiions
'i

'_t;J_i,m I_;_/ L_2;9 w12'/30 W25 W25 W28 _28
.i

l)enth - ,, 35 83 352 358 305 7,75 i_f,8
_vpnt

Chr!r,_eI 1or 'q.37 8,2i'

C3bra I,99

I,:appel] 1,68 2, lI 5, .34
Sa'ut 1.44 1,97 4,79 l, 1;
':.ere!_,a l, 47 2,34 g, Ol n, 6.I

Egmor,t 7,58
rsibne

I i E,rra 7,82 6,3

Towar,_', l, 37 2, 2 4, 16
I;oldstone O,r4_'23/O,(,26B 0,03457/') 01483 O,I,.,_9/0.02558 {:, ,A017i(i,0,5852

Jefferson ;),(14h5/0,Of "_ (13422/(I,0 t, .. "Fg,: 0, 1347 13841r),01993 0,n454;i'/0,04854

Darwin O,0.5048/0,03946 "),03763/(-),01274 0, 09191/0,01254 O,r,591_/!),K;tB84

Labq,_,_rk I1,(138l6/0, (J2806 O,0288:_/0,01262 (),07754/0,(114 0,04;!.43i0,037,:_9
;-_eImont 0, 05646/0,03233 0 03667if). OI8]B (),2365/0,02685 0, 05045,'), 0618._

_qod]e r, 0SU}7Irl. 03008 (;,0:i895/0,01467 o, t'J?519/O,09315

De].i',mar Ii,,04426i0,O,3469 0,0291910,0t344

• ,4.,_r_in 0, IIB4/(.07)14 O,J685t(.'%28 O,1476,'0,05483 ,,,'>842;0,057.;52
:_.veta,:,. !. 68 I, t';; 2.54 6,90 ",."_;.;

','au:e_ Us_,dto DetnrmlneRatiosc,{I:'ea_,Sur_acP_r,d OownI,oleTransverseWlocltie_.

Station W2, W2° W12130 W25 1425 W28 W28

l;,_;,,r, .. _ 3.=., 83 352 358 305 37_, 358
Event

{;hancellr:r I 79, 3.28
D._hra I.O8

:;eppel_ 1,07 1,21 1,44
Salut t, 15 7, 1 2, 18 ;',47

S_,,'e{la t. I3 l, 27 1.66 7.12

E,_mor,t I, 88
B1bne

lJerr_ L.56 1,3

I'n_nd_ I,I'!, ], 7 1,48

bo;d5, r,r_. 6,0056% ii), r (,5,'+47O,00487810,002638 O,006163lt,I, 0025_9 O,0')5192,'O,"m285_:,
delf er5or, 0,.0(15039/0,004666 ii,.00435/n.,003818 ( ,004868i4I,002637 O,004,.q3410,v,n0_'"'_",:._

b._r _l r, O,0067?3/_, 006116 0, O(51951;, I'KI2r_17 O,00468810.1:102726 O,0066r'/?./0,(')(?,437

',..._t, ,l,/ar. i, I, 0(i_i'152/0,. 0(i4 ,z,47 (), 008l 24/0,0040L',4 0, 004539/0,(Ii2476 _1, (106(I5 ,"r, ,",jo7.,.I, ._'"'.,

" {Je]mot,t f),0)1286/0,007(i47 0, i)08112i0, ()1")45_50, 01)70317/0,004213 !'l,i)0947'3.,I', 0tG264
7!odi t_ _, r,,i7u5210,(i(I _,4 ! 8 (i, 0 (I7 ,)1 i / 0, ( i'14567 6, _10T.l l 9, (I. (,h68'74

I}r_,!:.mar 0 !,6{74'47/(I,0(J8,?14 0, 0!)746li ?, 005}46

_' 'Urdi r, IJ (J0B122/0,0()7184(),0')7393/0.005361 0, ()'i36i4 /ri, ()r,4547 ..,,iKi7t{l(,ot1_..,,,46_i,;

,.,'er;,.je t,07 1,11 1,61 1,_1 1,82

i
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Table A-4.2

Values Used to Determine Ratios of Surface and Downhole

Ground Motions (Concluded)

_'_ulesdsedto DetermineRatiosof PeakSurfaceand Dowr,ho]e"transverseDispJacement+=.

S(i,tir.,n _127 W29 Wt2130 W25 Ii25 W28 W28

bE,pth - m 35 83 352 35B 3)_, 375 :_."-',8
livent

!;l,_nc_I Ior I, 33 I. 43

Kappo.l_ 1.+J6 I, 21 1,05
I'CI , ,SaJut |.,_u 1.86 1 64 I _,4

Serena 1,0_I I, 17 I, 17 1,51
Eq_onf 15],.. - I

[_ibne

lierra I,L5 1,42

[owand+ 1.09 1,46 1,38

Goldstr,ne 0,1521/0.I373 O,1813/0,107 O,1156/0,(IB425 O,1705/0.0_52
+

Oerferson O,I5Il(i,1495 O,1724/0,1264 O,143310,09934 o,I:J2410,08308

Darwin 0, 266_I0, 2516 O,187710_1311 . O.16810,120_ O, 1:,'5..II0,1267

Labquarl,' O,1405i,:},132I O,294/0, 1655 ' O,15(7/0,1079 t, 1606/0. I024
Be]mor,t 0,2B0710,269 0,329110,1995 O,224_/0.1605 0,289110,I84B

Bodie O,]80810, 1705 O,292610.20.3 0,0%591(.2473
- +,j ,+,+-. -,i[)elamar O,%J191....++,:, 0,25YB10,2057

Hardtn 0,259410,2406 O,327410.2oB4 o,0940310,19'ff;' (:,2428]0, 1_17

Aver_le 1,06 I. 06 I, 45 I. 35 ]. 46
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Table A-4,3

Summary of Depth Attenuation Curves for Peak UNE Ground Motions

o

Component Equatio

Peak Vertical Accel, ad = as / (el,BE-3 z)

Peak Vertical Vel, Vd = Vs ,/ (e7.4E-4 z)

Peak Vertical Disp, dd _ ds

Peak Radial Accel, ad =., / (el.2E-3 z)

Peak Radial Vel, Vd = Vs / (el,2E-3 z)

Peak Radial Disp. dd = ds / (e4.4E-4 z)

Peak Transverse Accel. ad = as / (e2.3E-3 z)

Peak Transverse Vel, Vd = Vs / (el,2E-3 z)

Peak Transverse Disp. dd = ds / (e7.8E-4 z)

Note' Subscript d is for downhole and s is for surface; z is depth in m.

Table A-4.4

Depth Attenuation of Component Ground Motions

Depth Vertical Radial Transverse

(m) , Accel V__el _ Accel Vel _ Ac ce% Ve___l

0 i i I I i i I I i

I00 0.8 0.9 i 0.9 0.9 I 0,8 0.9 0.9

- 200 0,7 0,9 i 0.8 0,8 0.9 0,6 0,8 0.9

300 0,6 0,8 1 0,7 0.7 0,9 0,5 0,7 0,8

400 0.5 0,7 1 0,6 0,6 0.8 0,4 0,6 0,7

" 500 0,4 0,7 i 0.6 0.6 0 8 0,3 0,6 0,7
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which is located on Rainier Mesa at a distance of 15.9 km from surface

ground, zero. This combination roughly approximates the design basis UNE

and the geology at Yucca Mountain. The depth of the station is 432 m, The

surface-to-downhole ratios calculated for this event and station are also

shown on Figures A-4.3 through A-4.11, which show that the surface-to-

downhole ratios from this event were all greater tl_an what the equations in

Table A-4.3 would predict.

A-4.3 PSRV Attenuation

Similar depth attenuation ratios were developed for the PSRV data at

I, 2, and 5 Hz. Table A-4.5 shows the ratios calculated for each station.

Table A-4.6 shows the actual PSRV values for the events not included in the

study in Phillips (in review). These ratios were plotted with depth and

are shown in Figures A-4.12 through A-4.20. The same considerations used

for the' peak ground motion parameters were used in deriving the depth

attenuation curves. The results aresimilar. The data scatter in the

ratios was generally smaller because the same ground motion wave types were

compared in the ratios. As would be expected, the 1-Hz signal attenuated

at a slower rate than that of the higher frequencies. The equations

determined for these fits are given in Table A-4.7. The amount of

attenuation predicted from these equations at various depths is summarized

in Table A-4.8.

A-4,4 _onc%_sion

With the exception of the vertical displacement, ali absolute peak

values of the ground motion components decreased with increasing depth

(accelerations at 400-m depth varied between 40 and 60% of the surface

value, and velocities at this depth varied botween 60 and 70% of the

_;urface value). The PSRV data exhibited a similar decrease in amplitude

with increasing depth. All of the frequencies examined had values at the

4C)0-m depth that were between 40 and 60% of the surface values. The

conclusion of this study, based on the data recorded at Yucca Mountain, is
that UNE ground motions will attenuate with depth at the ESF. The amount

of attenuation is subject to a large amount of uncertainty for the reasons
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stated earlier. Tile specification of the design basis for the ESF has not

taken depth attenuation into account, and, for this reason, the approach is

conservative.
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Table A-4.5

Ratios of Surface and Downhole PSRVs I, 2, and 5 Hz

._at_0n W25

Vert Ica] FYadlal Tran sverse

_J Event I H_ 2 Hz 5 H;' ) H: _ Hz 5 Hz I H: 2 Hz _:,_

LabquarI, l,7 3.] 2,7 I,2 2,9 3.5 2,", Bib J,2
Chancellcr i 5 ?.8 2,_ 2,4 2,! 3,5 1,8 5,} 8,3

.SmI Ld 1, ? ,3.8 3, _ 3,8 ',;, ? 4.9 2, ,_ :.],5 6, ,_-,

K,appe1_ I,o !3,4 3,B 2,3 i,7 ,3.5 1,8 6,4 _,5
JeIferson 1.7 5.2 4;7 2,I 2,8 2,9 3,1 4._ A.6

Serena 1,3 5.1 ,I,_ 2.3 2,2 3,7 1,6 4,_ 11.2

Goldstone I 8 a.O 4,6 3,2 2,U "2,8 1,7 H,5 c,,6

' Egmont 1 6 2.5 5,7 2.6 _,5 4.5 ?,0 5,0 _,.5
Towanoe, ! '.-., ';'.6 ;" 1,o 2,_ _.6 2,5 4,u 5,7

Darwin ] 6 2,1 5,3 ,3.2 4.4 4,5, 2,i 4,,3 6,7

Belmont I ;' 4,7 4,5 2.o 2,9 }.' 2,0 3,9 13,"

Hard._n t ] 6 !.8 1,7 0.7 1.(i 1,2 _.,,8 1,5 ;!,3

Average lo .7.,,8 4,1 2,5 2,, .i,,_ 2,2 5,2 8,7

Sfa_]on W]?J_fl

Vert i ca] Radi al Tr Bn....verse

Event I Hz ? Hz 5 Hz. } Hz 2 Hz 5 Hz !Hz 2 Hz 5 H_

k.abquark 1,5 3,6 1,4 1,2. 2,5 0.8 ..<,8 2,3 3, !
C,hancelfor 1,5 2,7 1,7 ,I.9 2,7 6,8 5,0 2, i ,",3

Sa]ut 1,5 .-. 1 1,5 I, F, I, 4 1, _ 2, I 2,5 /. o

kappeIi I,.5 2,6 1,4 1,4 1 5 1,0 1,6 2,8 1,4
,le{fer._on 1,5 "2,l 1 5 1,3 1 3 i.B 2,4 I,E', ],5

Serena 1,4 2,_ 1 6 1,4 1 6 0,7 ,!,7 2,5 1,_

Boldstone 1,5 3,1 I,B J.7 ! I !>,B 3,4 2,4 l,q

Cabr._ 15 S,0 1,3 0, '-;' 1 " 1,3 3, _' 2.6 I,E;

lowanda i 4 I,_ 1,3 1,7 I q' 0,8 2,_. 2,0 2,,

Darwin } 6 2,2 ],5 1,8 ] .7 t.l 2,8 2,7 :2,:',

Del._mar I 4 2,2 i,B 1,8 I 4 1,I 2,2 ],6 1.9

'Be}mont ] 4 2.8 1,6 1,5 I 4 (_,7 2,9 2,7 I._

Bodle 1 5 ),9 },4 I,! 1 5 0,8 i,7 2,2 1,7

Hardin I 5 3,0 I,!, ].6 ( X 0,7 1,6 1,7 1,6

C,verage I 5 2,o 1,5 !,5 1,6 ft,9 ?,4 2,,f, 1.9

StationW29

Vert_ca:l R_dia] Trans\'erse

Evenf Hz 2 Hz 5 Hz Hz 2 Hz 5 H: ! Hz 2 Hz 5 Hz

Labquar I, 1,9 5.0 ,.t,I 3,5 2, ':i' ::',5 2, .fi 2,2 1,'
Tierra ] 7 3,9 ' _:..,o 4 8 " B t I 3, _ I 4 '",3

Sal ut ", 9 4,0 3, t 3..!; I, 9 2,3 4,0 2, 6 ?, 6

.1_._4erson 2,o 4,2 ::, ,-, R,8 2,3 2,0 ?,ii Z,',';' ?,3

Seren_ I, _ _.,t :,_"' .3, '] 3,'-, 1.,} 3, ; 1,"_ 1,5.

Goldstone ?, -_ j,, ':i 2,4 3, x :_,.} l, ._ 4,_ 2,8 2,?

r;ar win 2, ", 3,3 4,2 ,'_°0 4,0 ;.'.6 _..! ._,f_ 3. i

1 HeJ_onf _',} ';,_ :!,, 4,(, 5 n ?, x,6 ].:t i,9
Bod_e ,,, J ), 1 ,_,,- 1, "_ f:, ; ,...i,r, _.",8 O,h ,'l,5

Harcli {'_I ), I .'],(I ".',6 2. :; _ " :' i' _, 6, ?, 2 1, :"

_vp_'raop 2 _ ::,_ .i,";; _, ' 2 :; I 8 ' ;: ,_' i ;q- .. _ . • . , •
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Table A-4.5

Ratios of Surface and Downhole PSRVs I, 2, and 5 Hz

(Concluded)

_-.tat i or, ii2tl'

_)_rt_ ca) Radial "lr _n_,,,_.',r_.e

Ev,!!r,t I 14,, 2 H;, =:.H_ I H_ _,'.H_ ...qHz I HZ. 2 HZ 5 Hz

L_:_q,._a,k ] i 1.2 1,4 .I, I 1,tq 1,4 I 2 ,:' l,B
3_lut 1 i 1,3 1,'_ 1,2 1,b 1,./, J 3 :,':' l,'.'_

*ef+ers_n ] ] 1,5 1,2 2,4 2,4 2,5 I ? I,l 13

Se,..,;a l 1 I._ 2,5 !.7 1,5 1,4 I 2 1.,_ I.,3

li,..-,ids_or,.e I 1 1,4 !,o I 1 1,5 2,5 1 2 1 O t,,_

:,_wan,q:_ ' ] 1,4 2, t I I t,7 1,7 1 ] _,El ).1

_,,,._r,_n t,}: 1,3 1,3 I 1 1,4 1,7 1 3 1," I .::

1)clamor 1,2 '.3 1,8 I 2 2,0 2,0 I 3 1,_ 1.c_

_4elmont 1,1 1,3 _,l I I 1.8 1.6 1 I I,b 1,5

[_ndlp. 1,1 1,4 l,b I I 2,1 2,4 1 3 1,7 1,.!

t Hardin I,l 1,4 3,7 1'2 1,b 1,8 1 2 2 4 1,:3

I}vera,.]e 1,I 1._ 1,9 ,3 1,7 1,9 I 2 I b !,4

St _,tion I_24

VerticaI Radiai T,,at,..versP

Event 1 Hz ? H: 5 Hz 1 H: 2 Hz 5 Ha ] H: ? H_ 5 Hz

Bibne 3,1 4,2 2,9 4,0 5,8 _3,8 I.l 2,5 _,_:

C.._r.,r._, 2,4 3,8 4,6 1,3 2,3 2,3 2,5 6,2 IO.v

_vera,_e 2,B 4,,', 3,B 2, fi 4,0 ,.q,l 1,8 _,,', t,, ,.-.

-. -,t_or, ._2

Vertical RadIeI Transver,.',e

Event _ Hz ? Hz 5 Hz I Hz 2 Hz 5 Hz I Hz 2 Hz 5 Hz

enpell _ 1,0 1.1 1,2 0,9 1,1 1,6 l.O 1,3 ].El
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Table A-4,6

Values Used to Determine, Ratlos of Surface and Downhole

PSRVs for I, 2, and 5 HZ r
.L

3__,.Jon W25

Vert_cal Radial Transverte

#/ Front }',.4._2 H_ _:Hz I Hz 2Hz 5 Hz 1 Hz 2 Hz 5 Hz

LehquarI' I 7 3,J 2,7 I,'2 2,9 3,5 2,5 8,6 7,2
,.qhaicel]or 15 2.B 2,9 2.4 2,1 _,5 l,B 5,1 8,3

Selut I 7 :.",,8 3,B 3,B 2,2 4.9 2,6 :" 5,5 8,6

}_,_ppel_ I _ 5,4 3,8 2.3 1,7 3.5 1,8 6,4 9,3
JE,(4erson ] 7 5._ 4,7 2,1 2,8 2,9 3,] 4,7 8.H

Sere.r,a 1 3 5,J 4,,% 2,3 2,2 3,7 1,6 4,8 11,2
Goldstone I 8 4 4,6 3.2 2,8 2,B 1,7 4,5 rC,(,

£gmont I 6 _.,5 5,7 2',H 4,5 4,5 2 5 9,5
lowanda ] 5 ,'i',6 2,7 , 1.6 2,9 4,t_ 2,5 4 5,7
D_rwin 'I,6/0,97 0,7g/,):3 0.95/(,1 2/0,62 {,2/0,27 0,9/0,2 l/0,48 0,95/0.22 1t0,15
_,elmont t.2/0.7 1,5/0,32 },g/0,42 1,2/0,42 1,7/0.58 1,1/0,64 0.7/0,35 1,510,38 ,3t0,23

Nardin i 0,72/1,3 0,6/0, _'_ v.,:_o1t0,43.,o]/O,SB 0,?211,]0,4310,40,610,50,4710,50,521̂'=

Average [,&l _x,75 4,10 2,5i 2,86 3,65 2,15 5.17 8,70

StationWI2/30
Vertical Radial Transverse

$vent t Hz 2 Hz .=;Hz I Hz 2 Hz 5 Hz } Hz 2 Hz 5 ,Hz
l..abquark 1,5 3,6 1,4 1,2 2,5 O.O 2,8 2,3 3, 1
Charicellor I,_, 2,7 ],7 1.9 2.7 0.8 3 2,1 2,3

Salut 1,5 3.1 1.5 1.5 1.4 1,3 2, J 2,5 t.6

Kappel_ 1,5 r 2 ' 6 1 ' 4 [ ' 4 I I' 5 t 1.6 2,8 1,4
' • 1.Jefferson 1,5 2,1 1,5 1.3 1,3 O.B z,4 l,B 1.5

Serene 1,4 2,g I,_ 1.4 1,6 0.7 ],7 2,5 1.6
Goldstone I,5 3,1 I,8 I,7 1.1 O,B 3.4 2,4 l, 9

£._bra 1,5 3 1,3 0.9 1,3 1,3 3,3 2.6 1,6

To.anda 1,4 1,8 1,3 1,7 1,9 0.8 2.4 2 2
Darwin _],8/I.80,510,230.,3/0,21,811 0.38/0,20.Ig/Ool0,9t0,32 0,3810.]40,2/O,OB

bela_,er 2,1/1,5 0, b/0,27 0.44/0,2 1,5/O,B5 0,55/0,4 0,22/0,2 0,810.3H 0,42t0,26 0,25/0.1
Belmont 2. L/1.5 0,@5/0,3 0._/0.19 1,2/0,B 0,58/0,4 0,2/0,2B 1t0,34 0,65/0.24 0,24/0.1
Bodie 2/1,3 0.52/0,20.27/0,11,1/0,980,5/0,33 0,1610,2I/0,6 0,6710,30,]710,}
Hardin 2,1/1,40,9/0,30.810,51,811,10.59/0,40.48/0,61,H/l 0,_3(0,370,55/0,3

;rverage i,48 2,65r 1,53 1,49 l,&1 0,91 2,42 2,2B l,Be

StationN28

Vettira] Radlal Tran.RversB

Event I Hz 2 Hz F,H7 I Hz 2 Hz 5 Hz iHz 2 Hz 5 Hz

[.aoquart_ I 9 5 2,1 " " ....., ..,,.., 2,? 2,5 _ B _' 1.7

I_err_. 1,7 3.9 2,5 4.8 3,8 l.t 3.1 1,4 0,8
Salt{t 2,9 4 3, I 3.3 1,9 2,3 _ 2,6 2

Llel{erson 2,6 4,? 2,6 5,8 2,3 2 2,B 2,9 2,3
Serene 1,4 ,3.1 2,1 3,3 3.5 1,2 3,2 1,7 1.5

" bards{one 2,9 3,g _,4 3,.] 3,3 1.5 ¢,] 2,B 2.2
Darwin 1,BlO,TB 110,3 0,67/0,1 210,5 1,210,3'0,,36/0. i. 1,910,46 0,8/0,21 0,3410,1

I Be{moot 1.6/0,75 1,7/0,5 110,3 2J,),5 1,5/0,47 0,65/0.3 1,B/0,5 1/0.53 0,34/0,1
Hodie O.B/t,20,9BI0,90,2BI0,40,810,80.710,760,1910.30,710.850,4310.B0,]610,3

il#rdinI 1,810,8H1,,.q/O,_1.5/(1,5B211),7 1,7/0,420,g2/0,42.510.71,110,5 0,41,0,2

xvera,.1p. ,,,',,n6 3,":_,,, 2,54 3,Hl 2,87 1,77 3,17 ;,20 ],77
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Table A-406

Values Used to Determine Ratios of Surface and Downhole,

PSRVs for I, 2, and 5 Hz

(Concluded)

StatinnW29 '

Vertica] Radia3. Transv_r_e

Event i Hz 7 Hz 5 Hz I H,_, ? Hz 5 Hz IHz "2H_' 5 H7

labqusrI.'. 1,1. 1,2 1,4. 1,1 t,8 1.,4 1,2 1,'7 1,8
,, Sal.ut 1,1 1,3 1,3 1.2 1,6 1.6, 1,:: 1,9 1

,

Jefferson 1,I 1,3 1,'2 2,4 2,4 2,5 1,7 1,1 1,3
Serena 1,1 1,4 2,5 l,?, : 1,L_, 1,4 1,2 1,4 1,3

Goldstone !,I 1.4 1,6 I,I 1,5 2.5 I,.! 1,5 1,5

loilar,da. !, 1 1,,4 2, 1 I. l t, ',; 1,7 1,1 I,EI I, 1
Darwin 1,7/),4 0,5B/0,4 0,24i0,1 0,98/'1,9 0,49/(:,,3 0,3tt),!1711,::Iil f._,Sb!O,4','.,0,35t0,.5
Deia.llar 1,4/I,7 (I,9/0,7 (I,L_/O,17}/(i,PJ5 I!O,5 (i,$,q.so,l 1,'o,7,5 o,7t1,5 i),4/0,',71
Belmont I,.7!t,_ 1,3il I),4,11).191i(,,9 (),75/0,4 i.,,5tl),31 [/(i,91 110,62 6,4!0,27
[_odie 1,2/1,1 1.0,72 (I,7_,'tl,l i), 75,,0..60,l:J2/0,4 (i,410,17 1,9sl,5 0,85/0,5 0,44/0,]

Hari:Jin 1,bi!,4 l,lil),TB i),77,.,0,:;'],4/1,7 0,87/0,5 i),8#h,4$'2,Ttsl,_ 1,7',0,5 (:,,8!0,58
Average 1,12 1,3;_ . 1,87 1,75. 1,74 I,B6 1.71 1,57 1,38

StaT..ion N24

Vert i cal ttadial Trari__verse
Event I Hz ? Hz 5 Hz 1 H7 7 Hz fi Hz I Hz 2 Hz 5 Hz
Gibne (I.9/(i,79 1,3i0,31 I,.4/0,4B 0,810 2 1,1/'J.19 1,8/0,13 0,53i0.5 1!0,4 1,6,'0,5
Cabr._ ,9.48t(i,2 "i,7510,7 (I,55t0, 1 0,4i(I,]2 0,5.i0,22 ),:'.,,:(,13.?,6/0,24 I),8/(I, !>i 0,,5_:'i0,0

Average 2.75 3,97 3,75 2,53 4, "J;i _i,013 1,7B 4,5_ 6,60

Stetior,W27

Verti ca] Radi_] lr ans'.,ers.P
Event IHz 7:Hz 5 Hz I Hz 2 Hz 5 Hz IHz 2 Hz 5 Hz

Kappelli 0,82/0,8 0,9/C,,85 0,2_"0,2 0,6i0,69 O,8/0,71.0,35!1,2 1',65i0,6 1/0,8 O,_9iv L
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NOTES: 1. DOWNHOLE STATIONS AT W25 and W28
HAVE BEEN INSTALLED AT TWO DIFFERENT
DEPTHS. "a" DENOTES THE INITIAL DEPTH,
"t" DENOTES THE MOST RECENT DEPTH, THE
NEW DEPTH OF W28 NSTHE SAME AS THE OLD
DEPTH FOR W25.

2. NUMBERS ABOVE THE POINTS INDICATE SEVERAL
OF THE EVENTS HAD THE SAME RATIO.

, 3. THE LINE SHOWN NSTHE FIT DISCUSSED IN
THE TEXT,

L
Figure A-4.12, Surface/Downhole Ratios vs Depth for PSRVs of Vert'ical

Motions at i Hz
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W28 SAME AS OLD W25.

2. NUMBER ABOVE POINTS INDICATE SEVERAL
EVENTS WITH SAME RATIO.

3. LINE SHOWN ISFIT DISCUSSED IN TEXT.

l
i

Figure A-4.13, Surface/Downhole Ratios vs Depth for PSRVs of Vertical
Motions at 2 Hz
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2. NUMBERS ABOVE POINTS INDICATE SEVERAL
EVENTS WITH SAME RATIO.

. 3. LINE SHOWN IS FIT DISCUSSED IN TEXT.
_

g

Figure A-4.14. Surface/Downhole Ratios vs Depth for PGRVs of Vertical
Motions at 5 Hz
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"t" DENOTES OLD DEPTH, NEW DEPTH OF
W28 SAME AS OLD W25,

2, NUMBER.S ABOVE POINTS INDICATE SEVERAL
EVENTS WITH SAME RATIO,

3, LINE SHOWN IS FIT DISCUSSED IN TEXT,
I

Figure A-4.15. Surface/Do_ole Ratios vs Depth for PSRVs of Radial
Motions at I Hz
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= =t" DENOTES NEW DEPTH. NEW DEPTH OF
W28 SAME AS OLD W25.

2. NUMBERS ABOVE POINTS INDICATE SEVERAL
EVENTS WITH SAME RATIO.

3, LINE SHOWN IS FIT DISCUSSED IN TEXT.

g

Figure A-4.16. Surface/Downhole Ratios vs Depth for PSRVs of Radial
Motions at,2 Hz
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W28 SAME AS OLD W25.

2. NUMBERS ABOVE POINTS INDICATE SEVERAL
EVENTS WITH SAME RATIO.

3. LINE SHOWN IS FIT DISCUSSED lbl TEXT.

Figure A-4.17. Surface/Downhole Ra_ios vs Depth for PSRVs of Radial
Motions at 5 Hz
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NOTES: 1. DOWNHOLE STATIONS AT W25 and W28
HAVE BEEN INSTALLED AT DIFFERENT
DEPTHS. =a" DENOTES OLD DEPTH.
"t" DENOTES NEW DEPTH. NEW DEPTH OF
W28 SAME AS OLD W25. i

2. NUMBERS ABOVE POINTS INDICATE SEVERAL
, EVENTS WITH SAME RATIO.

3. LINE SHOWN IS FIT DISCUSSED IN TEXT.

Figure A-4.18, Surface/Downhole Ratios vs Depth for PSRVs of Transverse
Motions at 1 Hz
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W28 SAME AS OLD W25.

2. NUMBERS ABOVE POINTS INDICATE SEVERAL
EVENTS WiTH SAME RATIO.

3. LINE SHOWN IS FIT DISCUSSED IN TEXT.

Figure A-4.19, Surface/Downhole Ratios vs Depth for PSRVs of Transverse
Motions at 2 Hz
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° 2. NUMBERS ABOVE POINTS INDICATE SEVERAL
EVENTS WITH SAME RATIO.

, 3. LINE SHOWN IS FIT DISCUSSED IN TEXT.

i

Figure A-4.20, Surface/Downhole Ratios vs Depth for PSRVs of Transverse
Motions at 5 Hz
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Table A-4 7

Summary of PSRV Depth Attenuation Curve_ for i, 2, and 5 Hz

Component Equa tion

Vertical @ i Hz downhole - surface / (e1,2E'3 z)

Vertical @ 2 Hz downhole - surface / (e1,8E'3 z)

Vertical @ 5 Hz downhole - surface / (e2,3E'3 z)

Radial @ I Hz downhole - surface / (e1,2E'3 z)

Radial @ 2 and 5 Hz downhole -_ surface / (e1.8E'3 z)

Transverse @ I Hz downhole - surface / (eI,IE'3 z)

Transverse @ 2 & 5 Hz downhole - surface / (e1.8E'3 z)

Table A-4.8

Depth Attenuation of PSRVs at i, 2, and 5 Hz

i

Depth Vertical Radial Trans.ve_r_se

(m) I H____z2 Hz 5 Hz i H_..._zz2 Hz 5 H___..__zI H___z_2 Hz 5 Hz

0 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 i 1

i00 0,9 0,8 0,8 0.9 0.8 0,8 0,9 0,8 0,8

200 0,8 0,7 0,6 0,8 0,7 0,7 0,8 0,7 0,7

300 0,7 0,6 0,5 0.7 0.6 0,6 0,7 0,6 0,6

400 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.5 0,6 0.5 0.5

500 0,6 0.4 0,3 0,6 0,4 0,4 0,6 0,4 0 4
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APPENDIX

Information Used in this Report from
the Reference Information Base

Rock Properties, including bulk density at in situ saturation and

Poisson's ratio for rock mass, from draft Reference Information Base

Version 03.001, were used in preparing Table 6-1,

Candidate Information for the Reference Information Base

The following information is recommended as candidate information for

the NNWSI Reference Information Base.

i, Recommended surface control motions given in the Executive Summary.

2. Recommended design basis UNE control motions given in Table 3-1.

3. Recommended dynamic rock properties for seismic design given in

Section 6. (Calculations of S.wave velocities, dynamic deformatlon

modula, and tabulated rock properties should be made consistent

with expected changes in reference rock properties,)

Candidate Information

for the

Site and Engineering Properties Data Base

This report contains no candidate information for the Site and

Engineering Properties Data Base,

_i
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